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INTRODUCTION
In western United States between the Rockies and the
Sierra Nevada is located a great mineral belt, as yet far
from exhausted.

Zinc, mercury, gold, silver, molybdenum,

magnesium, and copper are a few of the ores found in this
belt.

It is as a producer of the last-named but all-

important copper that Arizona has gained fame.
In the southwestern part of Arizona in Pima County
within this mineral belt lies the city of Ajo, a typical
"copper city."

It has a thoroughly modern, up-to-date

school system.
Though mining was begun in this section by 1850, it
was not until 1912 that any attempt was made to provide even
the meagre beginnings of schooling.

To understand this seem

ingly inexcusable lack of civic pride and indifference to
the education of residents, one must know something of the
development of this mining community.
It is the purpose of this study to trace the histori- .
cal background of the Ajo schools, and to show how gradually
the germ of the necessity for education developed during
the formation period of this frontier camp, town, and city,
and finally bore fruit in the present school system.
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To present the picture as clearly as possible, a his
tory of the town is given by periods:

earliest beginnings

to 1656; 1857-1899; 1900-1907; 1908-1917; 1918-1942.

\

CHAPTER I
THE MODERN SCHOOL SYSTEM

*

-

Although Ajo has been allotted two districts, No. 15
for the elementary grades and No. 3 for high school, the
town's school system is all located at one place and most
of the classes are held in a main building which was dedi
cated January 5, 1940.

The site,was donated by the New

Cornelia Copper Company, and the building financed through
bonds which it bought.

In providing Ajo's children with

educational facilities, the mining company was very gener
ous . More than $175,000 was spent for the original build
ing and furnishings;

later additions and improvements, of

course, have increased this amount considerably until for
1942-43 the assessed value of land, buildings, and equip
ment was #388,730.

.

,

There are two administrative officials:

the princi-

pal, who supervises grades 7-12; and the superintendent, who
has general charge of grades 1-6 in addition to his duties
as head of the two school districts.

Control of the school

is in the hands of a board of three members, each serving1
1. "Ajo Constructs One of the Finest Schools in All
Arizona." Tucson Citizen, October 15, 1920, p. 59.
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for three years, elected by the people.

For grades 1-8

all equipment is provided from county and state funds;
local taxes supply the high school and kindergarten.

The

educational program at A jo ranks with the best systems in
the state, and the high school is a member of the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
The m i n building is rectangular in shape, of the
Spanish mission type of architecture, two stories high,
built of stuccoed concrete and hollow tile with tile roof
and cement floors.

In addition to the heating system and

supply rooms, the basement contains the domestic-science
and manual-training departments, a mathematics room, a dark
room, the cafeteria, and a health-service room.

On the

first floor are located six classrooms, four lavatories, a
waiting room for parents or other visitors, the superintend
ent’s office, and the auditorium.

This latter has a seat

ing capacity of 6 0 0 , and is so arranged that it can be used
for theatricals, dances, or for outdoor performances.
On the second or top floor are located the principal’s
office, the library which is open to the community as well
as to students, a study hall, and classrooms for high-school
students.

Beginning with the year 1944-45 the library and

study hall were combined.

Behind the main building are the

gymnasium, built in 1937, and a shop building constructed
in 1926.

Every effort has been made not only to give,Ajo’s .
school children pleasant quarters* but also to equip them
with every convenience and protection.

Inflammables such

as paints or polishing materials are kept in a small metal
building separate from the other buildings on the grounds;
in addition to a full-time janitor and one part-time
assistant, eight high-school boys are paid to help keep the
facilities clean and sanitary.

Water and light are drawn

from the town’s plants, as is also the gas for the school’s
central heating system.

A county health nurse conducts

periodic examinations, and is available for emergencies.at
the school.

The buildings are constructed so that there is

cross-ventilation throughout, except in the gymnasium where
a blower system keeps the air fresh.
Among the modern devices and aids which make education
more interesting both to teachers and students are a 16 mm.
sound-moving picture machine, portable bulletin boards, a .
generous supply of maps and globes, a library of approxi'*
•
mately 3>000 volumes, up-to-date equipment in shop and
.
domestic-science rooms, fine gymnasium apparatus in addition
to a basketball court and football field.

The school does

not have its own swimming pool, but uses the one operated
by the city.

-

;

During the school year 1942-43,‘ twenty-five full-time
and four part-time teachers were employed for elementary

k

grades, while in the high school there were six full-time
■

and four part-time teachers.

2
Four of this total of thirty-

nine have duties in both the elementary and high-school
grades.

Of the thirty-one full-time teachers, twenty-five

have the A.B, degree and one the masterts;' The five with
out degrees .are1
, elementary-grade teachers, and all have;at
least three years of college training.

It is likely each

of these five has had a long tenure in the Ajo system,
since in 1934 the requirement was enforced that all new
elementary teachers should possess the A.B. degree and all
incoming high-school instructors an M.A. or its equivalent.
Both the superintendent and principal have the master's
t
degree. Thus it would appear the teachers and administra
tors are adequately trained for their educational responsi
bilities.

..........

The majority of Ajo's working people are.employed at
the mine, and many of them stay in one place only briefly.
This obviously reacts on the school attendance.

For ex

ample, eighty-nine elementary-grade children and seventeen
high-school pupils left the district in 1941-42.

Table I

shows the trend of enrollment through the years 1936-1944.
Complete annual figures for high-school enrollment were
not available; but in 1941-42 of the 1,189 enrolled in the
2. Annual Report of Ajo SchooT Districts #1$ and #3 to ”
County School Superintendent tor Sonool Year 1942-43,
Table 1-1^
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TABLE I :
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE 1936-1944

School Tear

Enrollment in
Elementary School

Avg. Dail]T Attendance
Hem.
1ligh School
687

130

826

715

145

1938-39

801

764

150

1 9 3 9 -4 0

790

747

166

1940-41

897

732

178

1941-42

; 956

819

192

798

170

737

157

1936-37
1937-38

1942-43

' ' :

:■' '

'

■;; 979

1 9 4 3 -4 4

937

-

entire school system 341 were Mexican, 118 Indian, 3 Negro,
3
and 72? American.
It would be interesting to know the
proportion in which these various nationalities account
for the difference between enrollment and average daily at
tendance figures for the elementary grades.
Ajo teachers carry a normal amount of work.

In elemen

tary grades for 1943-44 the pupil-teaching load was 33.33,
and in high school 22.36.

Eight of the high-school

3. Annual Report of Ajo School Districts #15 and #3 to
County School Superintendent for School Year 1941-42.
Table 10.

6

instructors had less than flye classes a day, three were
responsible for five, and only one handled six classes.
Table II shows that salaries paid have been in propor
tion to economic conditions, decreasing during the depres
sion years 1933-37 and Increasing since that time.

To meet

higher living costs under war-time conditions, #100 was
added to each teacherfs annual salary in 1942, $135 in
1943, and $115 for the year 1944-45*
Since teachers are paid on a twelve-month basis.
Table III gives a more specific picture of incomes.
The salary schedule, adopted in 1938-39, is figured on
a base pay of $1,215 for elementary and $1 ,5 1 2 for highschool teachers, plus allowance for years of education and
teaching experience.

The amount added by each year of ex

perience for a person having four years of college is shown
in Table IV.
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TABLE 11^
MAXIMUM SALARIES PER SCHOOL MONTH

School Tear

Elementary

High School

Grammar

:1929t 30

§195

§195

1930-31

195

195

225

1931-32

189

155

225

1932-33

189

155

203

1933-34

165

165

203

1934-35

150

175

200

1935-36

150

175

200

1936-37

150

190

200

1937-38

170

210

220

1938-39

179

181

225

1939-40

183

185

230

1940-41

191

196

1941-42

197

193

230

1942-43

208

207

241

’

;

$225

.

..

230

These figures are on 9, 9 , and 9& months for
elementary, grammar, and high school respectively.

4. A.io Public Schools. Miscellaneous D a t a . June. 1942.
P. 4.

■
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T A B U III
MONTHLY SALARIES ON A TWELVE-MONTH BASIS
FOR THE YEAR. 19U-42

Elementary & Grammar
Salary
Salary
N o . of
Teachers per Month per Year
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
3
2

§101.25
105.17
109.58
112.50
115.50
116.17
118.50
122.25
122.75 '
125.00
126.33
127.08
129.58
134.67
137.17
143.67
144.33
147.83
150.00

$1,215
1,262
1,315
1,350
1,386
1,394
1,422
1,467
1,473
1,500
1,516
1,525
1,555
1,616
1 ,6 4 6
1,724
1,738
1,774
1,800

Avg. §126.14

§1,513.89

Principal

§2,600

Superintendent

§4,800

High School
Mo. of
Salary
Salary
Teachers per Month per Year
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

§1,534
1,703
1,847
1,875
1,906
1,818
1,971
1,993
2,131

§127.83
141.92
153.92
156.25
158.83
159.83
164.25
166.08
177.58

_

§156.28

§1,875

Ajo Public Schools, Miscellaneous Data, June, 19427
P» 3•
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TABLE IV
SALARIES 1943-44 SHOWING ALLOWANCE
FOR TEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Year of
-Experience

-

1st
' .

High School
11,687

>1,565

2nd '"

: :

1,612

•

1,734

1,656

1,778

1,700

1,822

. . 5th

1,744

1,866

6th

1,787

1,909

1,831

1,953

8th

1,875

1,997

9th

1,919

2,041

10th

1,962

2,084

11th

_ 2 ,0 1 0

2,132

: 12th

2,058

2,180

3rd
^

:>

, 7th
.
;
--" -r

.

Elementary

,

..

The curriculum of and requirements for graduation from
the Ajo High School follow closely those of other Arizona
school districts, as indicated by Tables V and V I .

10
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TABLE V
HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS OFFERED

Subject

Grades
in Which Offered
12
10
11
9

English
%
General Mathematics ;-X ;
Algebra
Plane Geometry
.V 1
Solid Geometry
World History
U.S. History
American Problems
Spanish
I
Typing
Stenography
Bookkeeping
General Science
%

z

Biology
Physics
Chemistry

z

Shop
Mechanical Drawing
Homemaking
Band
Physical Education
Glee Club
Home Nursing
Trigonometry

%
Z
%
Z
Z

z
z

x

Amount of Credit
in Units
Required Elective

z
’

z

z
z
z

4
1."

z
z

:

z
z
. .Z: .

1
1

z

z
z
z
z
z
z
z

z
z

z
z
z

X)
X)

z
z
z
z
z
z
z

z
z
z
z

1

x)

Z.

z"
z
z

i

:;
2
2
2
1
1

x : 'Z ' . Z .

z
z

li
1 ,
i
i

Boysl
Girlsl

1
1
1
3
3
1
2
1
1
i

*

In addition, during the year 1943--44 a pre-•induction
course was given In which twenty-four boys were enrolled;
they were drilled In elementary military tactics and law.
6. Annual Report of Ajo School Districts #15 and #3 to
County School Superintendent for Scnool Year 1942-43.
‘i'able ll-d.
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Another war-time Innovation was the pre-flight class made
up of sixteen boys who were taught the operating principles
and upkeep of the airplane motor.
It should be noted that Ajo High School offers no vo
cational guidance course.

Probably this is due to the small

number of graduates (thirty-four in 1941), the general be
lief that boys who graduate will work in the mines, and the
small percentage of graduates who go on to college or uni
versity.

■

Expenditures to maintain a modern, efficient school
system have been generous, as indicated by Table VII.

12

TABLE VI

,

BEQUIBEMENTS FCffi GRADUATION
V
‘ ■ ■■
:•
#
Course #1
No. Units

:Subject
English

Course #2
No. Units

Course #3
No. Units

4

4

1

1

1

1

.. 1

1

4

,:
•
U.S. History

!

American Problems

z

'

Homemaking or Shop

1

General Mathematics

1

1

1

Electives

7

6 .

3

1

1

Science, Laboratory
Algebra

■:

|

;

1

1

Spanish

2

Plane Geometry

.'

1

Course #1, for those who do not plan to enter college or
university.
Course #2, for those who Intend to enter one of Arizona’s
teachers’ colleges.
other
Course #3, for those who plan to enroll in some/institution

belonging to the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools.
;

v
7
TABLE VII
FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF AJO SCHOOL: SYSTEM

••

-. . -• - '••• * ' . . . . . . ■ ■ ' "
Expenditures 1942-43
Elem. and H.S.
.

I . ADMINISTRATION & INSTRUCTION
A. Administration
1. M . of Rd. & Secy, salaries
2. Bd. of Ed. & Seoy. office
supplies
3. Other expenses, business
control
4. Supt. & other administrative
;
salaries
5. Supt. office, clerical
salaries
6. Supt. office, supplies
7. Attendance service salaries
6. Health service salaries
9. Other expenses
TOTAL ADMINISTRATION

f
";’

5 2 5 .0 0

$

Budget 1943-44
Elem. and h.S.

$

7 0 0 .0 0

6 6 .5 0

75.00

64.17

1 0 0 .0 0

4 ,9 0 0 .0 0

5 ,1 5 0 .0 0

912.40
72.17
75.15
1,705.39
1 2 0 .0 0
#8,446.7#

450.00
7 0 .0 0
450.00
1 ,5 0 0 .0 0 1 0 0 .0 0
§8,595.06

-

B . Instruction
l‘."Supervisorsf salaries

2. Other expenses of super
vision
3. Principal’s salary
4. Principal's clerk salaries
5. Principal, office supplies

0 .0 0
. 154.28
2 ,8 0 0 .0 0
7.50
238.79

0 .0 0
2,800.00

H
X*>

TABLE VII (cont.)

Bxpeniditures 19A2-43
- S l e m . a n d H.6.

6. Teachers’ salaries
7. Supplies used in
Instruction

8. Supplementary text books
9* Library salaries
10. Library books
11. Other expenses
TOTAL INSTRUCTION

~

Budget 1943-4-4
El era. and H.S.

#60,475.05

#68,175.00

4,772.75
824.79
469.56
383.93
536.66

2,900.00
1,000.00
450.00
450.00
- 350.00

$70,663.31

#76,12$.00

II. OPERATION, MAINTENANCE & OTHER
CURRENT EXPENSE
A. Operations
5,542.39
557.29
787.66
1,703.43
361.05

5,200.00
900.00
1,700.00
750.00
500.00

0.00
1,403.70
4 6 4 .4 6
16,819.98

75.00
400.00
500.00
l0,O25.06

B. TOTAL MAINTENANCE

5,598.14

4,600.00

C. TOTAL AUXILIARY AGENCIES
Health, transportation,etc.

2,565.25

2,285

1. Janitors’ wages

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fuel
Light
Water
Power
General care, grounds
& buildings
7. Janitor supplies
8. Other operation expenses
TOTAL OPERATIONS

TABLE VII (cont.)

Expenditures 1942-43
Ilem. and H.S.
D. TOTAL FIXED CHARGES
Rent, insurance, etc.
III. CAPITAL OUTLAY FROM GENERAL
FUND
1. Furniture, new
;
2, Equipment, new
3. Apparatus, new
4. Other capital outlay
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY
GRAND TOTAL
, I. ADMINISTRATION & INSTRUCTION
:
II. OPERATION, MAINTENANCE & OTHER
CURRENT EXPENSE
III. CAPITAL OUTLAY FROM GENERAL
FUND

§ 1,792.14
.;

Budget 1943-44
filem. ana H.8.

4

2,802.00

'

256.77
0.00
655.80

400.00
0.00
400.00
900.00
#1,760.00

#79,104.09

#84,720.00

20,775.51

19,712.00

7. Records in office of ScEooi Superintendent, Ajo.

1,700.00
#106,132.66

CHAPTER II
ANCIENT AJO

, ;

.

. ; ...

The present town of Ajo is located In the western end
of Pirn County 142 miles west of Tucson; it is forty-four
miles north of the international boundary line between the
United States and Mexico at Sonoita, and forty-two miles
south of Gila Bend.

Except for one or two cattle ranches

and a few villages of nomadic Papago Indians, it is the
only settlement between Gila Bend and Sonoita.

Had there

been no valuable ore in the district, it is likely no town
would have arisen.

Hence the story of the discovery and

exploitation of this metal gives us the record of the town's
growth.

Mines and town prospered or regressed together.

The Ajo mines have a picturesque setting in the foot
hills on the east side and at the north end of the Little
Ajo Mountains.

The town has an elevation of 1,751.67 feet,

and is separated from the open desert by low hills bril
liantly colored with strata of iron- and copper-stained
rock.

The setting is enhanced further by many varieties

of desert shrubs and cacti - organ pipe, sahuaro, ocotilla,
palo verde, ironwood.
^
wild.

Ancient Ajo was described as primitive, crude, and
The inhabitants were Papago Indians who had a few
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shabby huts and irrigated small patches of ground^

In his

Western Journal Audubon tells about the desolate country
near the Papago v i l l a g e s . H e thought.the country beautiful
in many places, but scarcity of water and timber made liv
ing there precarious. While there were many birds and
lizards, animals that could be used as food were scarce.
It is said that the people ate turtles and any game they;
could obtain; there were Rocky Mountain sheep in the sur
rounding hills, but catching them with primitive instruments
1
must have been difficult.
The peace-loving Papago chose
this region around Ajo in order to.be far removed from the
trails of the war-like and merciless Apache.

Since there

were no rivers or streams, no timbered slopes or valleys
of grass for grazing animals, and since water holes were
known only to the Papago who guarded his secret Jealously,
2
they lived unmolested here for many years.
The district was not always known by its present name.
Among early Indian inhabitants it was called the Tinaja'
de Mu Vavi

3 ,

(container of much water), because of a natural-

rock water tank which.they held amost in reverence.

But

when Mexican invaders discovered large quantities of wild
garlic, (ajo) growing on mountain slopes, they labeled the1
1. Audubon, J.W. Western Journal, p. 147« 2. Rose, Dan. Ancient Mines of Ajo. p. 1.
3. Ibid.
: : , : v '
.. : ,
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place Mimas de Oobre 4e Ajo (eopper mines of garlic), and
4
as Ajo the settlement M s been known-since 1854.
The exact date when the Papagd first;discovered a use
for the dull red ore is hot knowii.

According to a tradi

tion handed down for generations, the Papago worked the
arroyos around Ajo for placer gold long before Americans
came to the country. This seems logical, because the ore
.
■5
bodies still carry about twenty cents per ton In gold.
Not finding gold in Quantities, the Indians turned their
attention to other resources.

Certain it is they early

used the red oxide and green carbonate of the ore in pre-

6
paring paint for their bodies.

They later learned, pro

bably through repeated trials, that this metal could be beaten into sheets which in turn could be moulded into
trinkets and small vessels.

Father Kino traversed this

part of the Southwest from 1691 for many years; he spoke of
the Ajo Mountains, but made no mention of minerals there.
Thus mining at Ajo doubtless had its beginning later than
7
his last journey through Sonoita in 1702.
. It is hard to separate fact from fiction in the.early.
history of this section.

We do know the country belonged

4. Barnes, Will ti. Arizona frlace Mames. p. 13.
""""
5. The erosion for centuries carried gold down from hillsides and concentrated it as placer on the bottom
of the arroyos.
6. Blake. Wm. P. The Mining Magazine. November. 1859. n.

10.

7. Bolton, H.E.

Rim of Christendom, p. 400.
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to Mexico at this time and, according to Bapago legend,
each year the Indian chief led his people to Caborca in
the Altar district to barter gold for supplies.

One year

when the tribe returned home they found a group of about
five hundred Mexicans in possession of their mine.

They

did not attempt to regain the property, since the Mexicans
were their masters, but settled down to a policy of "watch
ful waiting."

After the invaders had been digging ore for

about eight months they were attacked by a large band of
Apaches who were on their way from the Gulf,to their strong
hold in the Superstition Mountains.

The surprised Mexicans,

outnumbered and almost without arms, were defeated.

Those

8
who survived departed, leaving their supplies
9
amount of gold buried in the camp.

and a large

The Papagos were watching the fight from the sur
rounding hills.

They had been the victims of many Apache

raids and the two tribes were bitter enemies.

The Papagos

felt it was time for them to act, though their fighting
equipment was meager.

The Apaches were heavily armed; the

8. Mitchell, John. Lost Mines of the Great Southwest.
p . &L #
9. Later General Salazar sent a soldier from Mexico to
search for this gold. He found native copper on the
surface, but whatever gold there may have been was
never found. Ajo Copper News, December 28. 1917.
p. 4.)
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Papagoa placed their confidence chiefly in a buckskin
pouch of mysterious powder carried by their medicine man.
When thrown into the air this powder was supposed.to start
a whirlwind strong enough to destroy everything in its
path.

As the medicine man tossed the powder into the air,

all the Papago warriors gave vent to ear-splitting yells;
almost instantly a great whirlwind made its way toward the
Apache camp, tearing up trees and shrubs as it went.

Pan

demonium reigned and the superstitious Apaches abandoned
the field without a fight.

By the time they collected

their families and were starting to leave, the Papagos and

10
another whirlwind were in close pursuit.

At their old

gold diggings the Papagos found provisions enough to last
a year, but not the pot of gold supposedly buried by the
Mexicans.

;■

This is the story firmly believed today by the
Papago.

Even yet they congregate each year at the village

of Mu Vavi, near modern Ajo, for a great fiesta in cele-

11
bration of this ancient victory.
Later attempts were made by the Mexicans to regain
possession of the copper and gold deposits at Ajo.
such attempt occurred in 1850.
10. Rose, Dan.
11. Ibid.

op. cit., p. 66.

One

The Indians took some very*
1
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rich ore to Don Chico Redondo who had It assayed and. then
formed a company to exploit the deposits.

With Governor

Gandara as one of Its members, the company had headquarters
In Sonora.

The Indians were to be paid In beads and cloth

for disclosing the source of the gold; when this payment
was not made, they ordered the Mexicans to surrender every
thing, Including their arms, and leave.
obeyed and were attacked by the Indians.

The men foolishly
The mine foreman

happened to be down In the shaft at the time and heard the
trouble.

He escaped and made his way to a watering hole

twenty-five miles distant where another group of Mexicans
was building furnaces to reduce the ore. r After hearing
his story all left for Sono i t a , and that particular com-

12
pany never tried to operate the mine again.
Other Mexican miners came to Ajo and, finding no
placer gold, started to work the copper deposits.

Their
13
development of the mine was crude and not extensive.
Open
cuts were made along the base of the hills in the main body
of ore; early miners dug underground only after the native
copper at the surface was exhausted.

An Irregular shaft

was opened without timber or other support to keep it from
caving in.

The shaft was some sixty feet deep with an in

cline of about sixty degrees which made descent and ascent
12. "An Arizona Adventure."
1878, p. 3.

13. Rose, Dan.

Arizona Sentinel, March 30.

op. cit.. p. 12.
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14
easy. ,. Every ten feet ,a layer of mesquite logs four feet
long and three feet wide was placed to serve as a resting
station for the laborers.. The rawhide bucket which a work
er wore strapped to his back was large enough to hold fifty
or sixty pounds of ore.

It was stiff and hard; attached to

its sides was a band of rawhide which went under the armpits
and over the.head.

Surely this was physical labor at Its

hardest; these cumbersome buckets were removed only when
the men quit work at night.
If the manner of packing ore to the surface was crude,
the methods of digging ore were more so.

A steel drill was

used for boring holes, and lime was used for blasting pow
der.

Some of it that had not thoroughly exploded was found

years afterward.
Refining the ore was carried on in a manner equally
simple.

The richest ore was packed on mules and taken to

a hand blast furnace at Elmonte in the Ajo Mountains where
there were both water and wood.

The metal was then taken

to Altar to be sold.
It seems miraculous to the modern mind that such
methods could meet with any success.

Laborious and slow as

they.were, some ore was refined but evidently not profit
ably, for the mines were left untouched many years.
14. ftose, ban.

op. cit.. p. 16.
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Probably by mere accident was the presence of useful
material discovered In the Ajo section.

Wealth in any

form often leads to strife and so it was among Papago,
Apache, and Mexican people of these early.days when gold
was found in addition to the red metal.

These first at

tempts to convert the ore into a marketable product,
meager and unprofitable as they must have been, yet were
the opening wedge.

Because of them word spread of the

mineral possibilities around Ajo and so attracted others
who, in turn, contributed their part toward the ultimate
successful mining in that section and the establishment of
a permanent town.

,

chapter

III

.

; ;

EARLY OPERATION OF THE AJO lUNES-'
BY AMERICANS 1850-1856
.
While much of the history concerning Indian and Mex
ican mine operations near Ajo can not be verified, facts
concerning the district after Americans began to work the
mines in 1846 are more certain.
Much of this information has been furnished by Tom
Childsj an early pioneer.
in Mississippi.

He W a s born in 1822 on a farm

His parents died when he was very young,

and a neighboring family by the name of Cox adopted him.
Nothing more is known about him until 1846, when* at the
age of twenty-four he ventured with a group of trappers
down the banks of the Sacramento River in California.

The

flame of the Mexican War was spreading rapidly into
California, and the hated "gringo" found it wise to leave.
Childs gathered together nineteen men in San Bernardino
and crossed the sandy wastes of the Colorado desert i n 1
order to escape persecution.

They crossed the Gila and

2
came down the dangerous El Camino del Diablo to Sonoita,1
2
1. Rose, Dan. fhe Ancient Mines of Ajo. p. 14.
2. The old highway from the Culf to Yuma was commonly
called the Devil’s Road.

”
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where a friendly Mexican t o M them of a:trail past the old
Ajo mines which would take them either to Tucson or up the
Gila.

They followed the trail to the water tank of Mu

Vavi, two miles west of the mines, where they camped for
the night and rode ever to the abandoned mines the next
day . '

-

:' ■

'■-

' ■ ; ‘ ' ■'" -'-:'

■

It is believed this group were the first Americans to
learn of mining possibilities in the Ajo section.

Evident

ly none of the party felt that the ore was of any great
value, however, for they located no claims and went on to
3

Tucson;

' Their destination was the silver mines of La
•
4
Plahcha de Plata located near Magadelena, Sonora.
Upon
arriving in Tucson they found hostile feeling among the
Mexicans, but fortunately were not attacked.

A few of the

men decided to stay in Tucson but the others, Including
Childs, bought supplies and resumed their journey.

They

told armed Mexicans near Nogales that they were on their
way to investigate the Planoha de Plata and that they
wanted to be friends.

The Mexicans retorted that the mines

belonged to the Mexican people and no Americans were al
lowed there.

In the face of such opposition, the disap. .
5
pointed men thought it wise to return to Tucson.3
5
4
3. Rose, ban. op.
4. It is claimed a
was found by
5. Rose, Dan. op.

cit.. pp. 15. 1-7•
'
'
piece of silver weighing 2 ,7 0 0 pounds
Spaniards at La Plahcha de Plata;
clt.. p. 17. .
^
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Evidently Childs was a bora prospeetor, for he in
vestigated mining: rueors in other sections of Arizona and,
after taking part in the California gold rush, again came
to Tucson in 1850.

While making arrangements,to visit the

Ajo mines once more, he met Peter R. Brady who also had
been in the gold rush.

They formed a friendship that

lasted half a century.

Childs induced his new friend to.

visit AjOj where they found everyjthihg as Childs had seen
it four years previously*

They concluded the cost of

opening the mines would be far beyond their means and so
they should wait for better opportunity.

Back in Tucson
"

6

"

'

they separated, to meet again a few years later.
In the days of *49 many en route to California went
7
by way of Ajo.
Data are very meager on this period, but
it. is known as a time of great hardship and many hazards.
For example, a Mexican carrying mall to and from Sonolta
was killed by Apache Indians nine miles from Sonolta.

A
*

cross of stones marked his grave, and the place is now
known as La Cruz de Mereclino.

Then there is the story of

Jose Ortega who, with seven other Mexicans, operated a
business to ship goods by ox team to Yuma.

.

On one trip

they were attacked by Indians and all but one killed.
6 . Rose, Dan, op. clt.. p. 17.
-■
7. Among gold seekersfrom Mexico was Domingo Quiroz,
father of Ygriaolo,Quiroz, 1A 0 still-resides in
Sonolta. Ajo Conner Newsy February 8 , 1918, p. 4.
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These and many other similar incidents brought about cessa
tion of work at the mines, and for a while the Apaches
roamed 'undisturbed" in that section.
Some time between 1650-1852, however, a smelter of
the blower type, known as the Alamo, was erected twentyfive miles from Ajo, where a ranch now stands.

Mexicans

mined the Ajo ore at intervals and took it to this smelter
until 1854 when the Arizona Mining and Trading Company
- - 8
,
_
began operations in the dldtrict.
Thus Ajo was the site
of the first copper mining by Americans in what is now
9
.
Arizona, and it is also one of the oldest copper mining
10
camps in the Southwest.
•
.
The Arizona Mining and Trading Company was really the
outgrowth of another enterprise.

In 1853 Peter Brady had

come through Sonolta with Colonel Andrew B. Gray on the

11
first transcontinental railroad survey.

Brady was in

charge of the expedition to survey the line for the first
Pacific railroad from Indianola, Texas to San Diego, Cal
ifornia, which was to be known as the Memphis, 11 Paso,
and San Diego Railroad. The survey work was completed in
seven months, but while in Sonolta Brady saw some very
8 . Ajo Copper News. December 28. 1917. p. 4 .
~™
9 . HcClintock, James. Arizona, The Youngest State. Vol.
1 , p. 1 0 5 -' ' - ‘ :
■ ^
> 10. Barr, Alfred. . The Ajo Copper Mining District, p. 1 .
11. Parish, T.S. History of Arizona, Vol. Ill, p. 284.
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valuable specimens of copper ore from the Ajo mines, ore

12
which also contained silver and gold.

Colonel Cray sent

Brady to. Ajo with a Seri Indian, Pedro Molllno, for some
specimens of copper; he wished to take these to San
Francisco where he was promised the necessary capital to
assist in mine development if he could show mines of merit
13
on the American side of the boundary line.
The informa
tion given about mineral wealth by Gray and Brady on their
return to San Francisco created great excitement.

It is

true they had no substantial proof of this wealth, for a
large collection of minerals which they gathered had been
buried on the Colorado desert when their pack mule refused
to go any farther.

'

In spite of this lack of mineral specimens, their
belief in the value of the ore was strong and enthusiastic
enough to convince others, for organization of the group
later known as the Arizona Mining and Trading Company began
in the summer of 1854.

Seven or eight soldiers from the

Mexican War were staying at the Rosette House in San
Francisco.

They were really just adventurers who had be

come interested in the prospects of getting rich through
mining. Among them was Oliver Hayimrd, better known as
12. "An Arizona Adventure." Arizona Sentinel, March 30.
1 8 7 8 , p. 3 *
. - .
13. Brady. Peter B. In the Early Days, p. 56.
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HCharll@n Harvard.

Y/hile serving as a clerk during the

occupation of Mexico he had found a description of the
Plancha de Plata.

After he lost this position he secured

another with one of the English mining companies in the
interior of Mexico, where he heard many stories of the
richness of that countryi

Prom there he went to California

and told his friends of the great mineral wealth of the
H
Sonora•frontier.:■ - .. . - : L
:
•Among those whom he impressed was Edward E. Dunbar , a
pioneer resident of San Francisco, who was noted for his
energy and had been a good business man.

The Gadsden

Treaty was then completed, and men were interested in the
new territory.

Dunbar thought he saw an opportunityvto

rebuild his broken fortune, and therefore asked some of
his associates to form.a company to prospect for the great
Plancha and other mines.

With Dunbar as the first presi

dent and James Porter as secretary, the Arizona Mining and
;

.

:

._

....

:

/

.

.-'15 -

Trading Company was created under United States law.
14. "An Arizona Adventure."

. The

Arizona Sentinel. March 30~
1878, p. 3.
15. Other members were Fred A. Ronstadt, Charles Suchard,
Major Robert Allen, Charles 0 . Hayward, Peter R.
Brady, Joe Yancey, J.D. Wilson,:William Blanding,
A,S . Wright,. J*B. McElroy, G. Klppen, George
Williams, DrI Webster; James Doten, Granville Oury,
B. Hill DeArmitt, Frank Cleimer, and Charles .
Poston. Fred Ronstadt later operated the Delicias
mine for Governor Pesqueira of Sonora; Charles
Suchard was an artist and at times assistant to
Gray; Major Allen was U.S. deputy quartermastergeneral of the Department of the Pacific; Porter
worked on the San Francisco Examiner in 1878;

yo

capital was $1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 divided into 1 0 ,0 0 0 shares of $100
each.

■

'

‘

' ’ ■-

1

'

"

:

•.

A f t e t the company was organized, the twenty members
purchased equipment and left San Francisco early in
October, 1854, on the old steamer Senator. At Ids Angeles
they bought animals and started for the unknown land in
high hopes of returning with untold wealth.

After a

pleasant trip through the desert they crossed the Colorado
River and camped on the Gila a little above where Yuma now
stands.

There they stopped to decide upon what route to

follow into Tucson; from that place they planned to go to
Tubac, where they intended to establish headquarters.
Brady persuaded the group to go by Sonoita and re
locate the Ajo mine if it was unoccupied.
'
..
'\ '
found some specimens and secured a guide.

At Sonoita they
^ ' Brady found

the Ajo district in the same undeveloped conditions as when
15 (coni.) Hill DeArmitt was sheriff of uona Ana County;
the Hon. Granville H. Oury was first Congressman
from Arizona; Poston, from 1856-1861, was deputy
clerk and recorder of Dona Ana County which then em
braced all of Arizona; he gave the state its name
in 1863 since he helped write the act creating the
Territory of Arizona; from 1867-80 he was reigstrar
of the U.S. land Office of Arizona.
. , .
1 6 . Blake, William P. "Copper Localities and Mines."
. The Mining Magazine, November, 1859, P* 10.
1 7 . Arizona sentinel, March 30. 1 8 7 8 , p. 4.
1 8 . This guide was major domo of Don Chico Redondo and
owned a ranch in Sonoita.
...-
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he was there with Childs, to 1 8 5 0 .

They took possession of

the;mine and agreed to incorporate if they found it advis
able after prospecting for six months.

After investigatr

ing the mineral possibilities, the men were well pleased.
Fourteen went on to search for the great Planoha; six were
left to continue the work and hold the mine at Ajo.
Hayward, Porter, DeArmitt, and Oury were among those who
stayed behind, and it is likely Brady also was with them.
The f irst ore which they ,took from the vein assayed seventyfive per cent copper, three ounces of gold, and fourteen
ounces of silver to every hundred pounds of,ore.

It is

strange Brady, had.not recognized the mineral values of the
district on his first visit, for:

..

;

It is doubtful if there is another.place in ,
the country where the wayfarer, utterly untutored
in respect of mines or minerals, can come as near
seeing what he is looking for as at Ajo. Most
inexperienced people on visiting their first mine
expect to see the gold, silver, copper, or other
mineral staring them, in the face or crumbling
......
under their feet. And most often all they be
hold is mountains of rock that all look alike to
them and all seemingly valueless. ... At Ajo the
. big green-tinted hill that stands in the center
of the New Cornelia holdings is recognized at
once by anyone who ever saw a pile of copper ore
as a valuable mountain of the red metal. *0
Mining in those days of 1854 required familiarity
with arms.as well as- with the pick.

At this time the men

19* Arizona Sentinel. Marob 30. 1 8 7 8 . p. 4 .
20. "Ajo district a Veritable Copper Field.”
May, 1916, p. 16.

Arizona,
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at Ajo were the only Amerioans from the Utah line to

21
Mexico, and from Hew Mexico to Fort Yumau

The present

boundary line between Sonora, Mexico, and the United States

22
was not ascertained until 1855.

The Indians and Mexicans

discredited reports of the Gadsden Purchase and for a long
time believed, or at least pretended to believe, that the
Americans were attempting to hold the land illegally.

This

partly accounts for the bitter feeling at that time, par
ticularly of Sonora residents, who made a number of attempts
23
to drive out the Ajo settlers.
;
The moat important of these attempts was inaugurated
by Governor Gandara of Sonora, who demanded that the men
vacate at once; some wealthy residents of Sonora main
tained that the mines were within Mexican territory.

Sev

eral letters passed.between the American group and the
Governor without an agreement being reached.

In March,

1 8 5 5 , they heard that a troop of a hundred soldiers, accom
panied by .the Prefect and other authorities, was en route
from the capital city of Sonora to occupy the mine and
take the Amerioans prisoners.

Some of. the men went to meet

the soldiers and attempt negotiations to turn.them back.
2 1 . Ajo Copper News. December 5. 19i9. n. 2 .
2 2 . wAjo. District." Arizona Mining Journal, June, 1 9 1 9 ,
p. 76.
23. Ajo Copper News. December 5, 1919, p. 2.
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.Only a few were left a t the mime, but they were not dis
heartened ; they were determined, not to give up the mine ^
24
for they felt they had every right to It,.
Under the
terms, of the Gadsden Purchase Ajo was forty miles inside
the boundary set for the United States and, even if the
mine were in, Mexican territory, the former claimants had
abandoned it for more than the time allowed by Mexican
law. -

;

'

■

;; ■

■
'■

:

After the enenyr reached Sonoita, the Americans kept
a sentinel constantly on watch.

Thus they had warning

when the Mexicans came into sight and awaited the attack
at a fort on top of a; hill, at the base of which was the
camp spring, iThe Mexicans took their stand on another hill
about two hundred yards opposite.

In reality there were

only forty-two Mexicans, but even this small number gave
them the advantage;

However, the Americans made up in

arms what they lacked in men; they could fire eighty-four
shots without* stopping to reload.
•

The Mexican commander sent a messenger with a flag of

truce, asking permission to detail his second-in-command to
make peace.

The Americans agreed and were told that the

commander proposed to take the mine if it was not surrender
ed in two hours.

He tried to convince them they would not

£4 . Arizona Sentinel, March 30. 187#. p. 3.

'
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have a ohanee in combat * and. said that if they would give
up their arms they might leave in safety.

The Americans

answered, "We don’t think of surrendering; if you want to
25
fight, let us begin before the sun gets h o t . T h e com
mander either had been ordered not to go to extremities
or thought his troops would be defeated, for he agreed to
leave the miners in peaceful possession if they would give
his men water.

This was done after the Mexicans had

brought their arms and stacked them in the fort.

The Mex

icans had made a great.bluff, but the Americans were not

26
troubled by them any more.
Just as the troops returned to Sonora, word was re
ceived that the long-lost Plancha de Plata had been re
discovered by the fourteen members of the Arizona Mining
and Trading Company.

After several months’ search they

had found first a piece of pure silver weighing about four
ounces.

A few days later they had- unearthed a lump of

silver weighing nineteen pounds in some old shallow dig- ,
27
gings overgrown with stout oak trees. ; The Americans
were ordered to leave the country immediately.

Since the

Plancha de Plata was on the Mexican side, they obeyed and
^5. Arizona Daily citizen, February 15. 1694. n. 3.
26. Although there are several versions of this story, this
one is believed to be the most reliable because its
author was an eye witness to the incident.
27. Arizona Daily Citizen. February 15, 1894, p. 5.
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28
returned to the A jo mines.
Soon afterward the president of the Arizona Mining
and Trading Gompany went to Bah Francisco to incorporate
29
the Ajo enterprise. - Dunbar was made superintendent, and
work was resumed in a more orderly manner.

Seventeen min

ing locations were made in 1855 and some work done on all
30
of them.
■■■ •*• '■■
- '' :
•- =
Two pioneers have left-interesting stories of this
time; Dunbar says he had good workers. There were about
a hundred peons, most of them Indians from Sonora tribes.
One week’s work had produced a large amount of very rich
ore; on the following Sunday, Dunbar overheard a group of
the workers talking about a certain lump which they had
named San Eduardo in his honor.

One of them, called Boca

Prieta or Black Mouth, exclaimed feelingly, ’’What a pity
31
this rich mine does not belong to us Christians.*
And
Brady tells a story of their Papago workmen.

The first day

drill holes were completed and loaded with blasting powder
the Indians were so much interested they failed to run at
command and had to be forced away.

When the blast went off

£8 . Sloane, K.E. and Adams, v/.R. History of Arizona.
. .V O I • .I * , P.e . 132 e, ......
.... .
............ ... ... .
.
29. Arizona Sentinel. March 3 0 , 1878, p. 4 .
3 0 . Arizona Mining Journal. June, 1919, p. 7 6 .
31. Dunbar, E.E. American Pioneering. p. 39.
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they were so frightened they r<tii 60 their homes, and it
was some time before they eould be persuaded to return to
32
work.
Their knowledge of mining was very meager, but
they were the best labor available then.
Although Dunbar worked earnestly, operations at the
Ajo mines were carried on under great difficulties.

Though

the ore was comparatively easy to mine, this advantage was
far outweighed by other factors.
an adequate water supply.

One of these was lack of

Dunbar says that when the Mina

del Ajo was opened In 1855 it was forty miles from "living"
water.

His party got their supply from natural and arti

ficial tanks in the rocks, the rain filling them once a

33
year.

, ...
He was the first to demonstrate that water could

be secured in this manner.
Another handicap to profitable mining was unsatis
factory transportation facilities, both for supplies and
ore, at exorbitant costs.

For two or three years L.J.T.

/Jeager transported the ore to Tuma^ nearly a hundred miles
away, on pack mules at #105 a ton.

The general route was

north of the Growler Mountains to the Gila at Mohawk and
then down the river.
32.
33.
34.
35.

This route, known as Jaeger’s Boad,

Rose 1 Dan#
#, p * 23*
■ .
Dunbar, E.E. o r u c i t ., p. 39.
MoClintoek, James H. op. clt., p. 105.
The ore could be carried on rafts to Fort Yuma and the
mouth of the Colorado at high water, but probably
at no other time.
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is not used now.

The ore was hauled by mule team four

hundred miles across the desert to San Diego.
a

rmn

Later

named Tomlinson brought a train of wagons from

California.

These wagons, drawn by mules, hauled the ore

to the Colorado River.

It was then.taken down the river

in barges to the head of the Gulf of California, Port
Isabella, where it was loaded on sailing vessels and sent
- ''
-- •
37
■ ■
•
:
to,San Francisco.
These ships were under the command of
Captain Isaac Polhamus, one of Arizona’s oldest and finest
'. - - : 38
• '■■■ ■
■■
'.;
■ •
■'
characters,
who was master, of transportation for the old
Colorado River Steamboat and Transportation Company.

From

San Francisco the ore was shipped in sailing vessels by
way of Cape Horn to Swansea t Wales, which at that time was
the copper smelting center of the world.
Freight rates were high; the rate to San Francisco
; ......

'

•

-■

1

-

/ ' '

■

. •

■

was nine cents a pound or #180 a ton.

■

'

- -

1

.

The freight from

San Francisco to Swansea was $15 per ton; sufficient sacks
to hold a ton of ore cost $4 .0 0 , and $ 5 .0 0 more per ton
' \
'
■
40
' •
was added for commission.
Not only were marketing costs
Joralemon, ira a ,
"The Ajo Copper Mining District."
Transactions of the American Institute of Mining
- •
inginners. Vol.. A9. p . 593.
........ . . ...
37. Lockwood, Frank C. Pioneer Days in Arizona. p. 193.
3 8 . Mitchell, John D. Lost Mines of the Great' Southwest.
.p . 97 . ■
39. Mathewson, l.P. "History of the Ajo District,”
(unpublished manuscript) p. 3 .
40. Rickard, T.A. A History of American Mining, p. 278.
. ■7'.. ."~ , ■"- .' 1' 1........ "^

high,' but the company ha& to wait from twelve to eighteen
months for returns on the ore.

One shipment of thirty

tons of.ore from Ajo, salt to be the richest ore of its
41
•
42
kind ever received at Swansea,
yielded #360 per ton.,
43
Later shipments were worth from #200 to #375 a ton.
;

To carry on production at such high costs called for

a great deal of eapital.

Fortunately the report of the

find at Ajo caused much excitement in San Francisco where
money for investment was not hard to procure.

At that

time the mineral collections of Donald Davidson, General
Allen, and Captain R.L. Ogden in that city held choice
44
specimens of the Ajo ores.
Therefore money to back the
company was obtained and, in spite of. obstacles, opera
tions were -pushed ahead.

At an expense of $1 0 0 ;0 0 0 the

Arizona Mining and Trading Company Introduced skilled
labor, opened roads, made water tanks, erected buildings,
45
mills, and smelting furnaces for extracting the ores.
In
1856 a reverberatory furnace was built at a cost of
$30,000.

It was not successful, however; only one hundred
46
. .
pounds of copper were produced in it.

41. Browne, «J. Ross. Resources of the Pacif ic Slopes, p.
449.
:
------< '
42. Ajo Copper News. December 7, 1917, p. 1.
43. Blake, f m . > .
op. cit.. p. 10.
... ...
44. Arizona^Daily Citizen. February, 15,1894, p. 5.
45. Blake, Wm. P. op. cit., p. 10.
4 6 . McClintock,-James H- op. cit.. p. 105.
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In spite of an extensive ore supply, factors in pro
duction and marketing combined to prevent intensive or
profitable operations.

WarlSh and Howry cite poor admin

istration as a reason for suspension of work by the
Arizona Mining and Trading Sompany.

Probably as a result

of all these difficulties, the property was abandoned at
the end of 1856 and eventually sold at a sheriff’s sale
47
to satisfy the caretaker’s lien of $ 5 ,0 0 0 .
•
After the company was dissolved, many of its former
members remained permanently in the territory.

Others

stayed at the mine only until working supplies came and
then left.

Twenty-four years after the company was

started, only eight of its twenty organizers were trace
able .

They were:

Brady, sheriff of Pinal County in 1878;

DeArmitt of Florence, Arizona; Doten of Yuma; McElroy, a
miner of Calaveras County, California; Porter of San
Francisco; Hayward, a farmer in Canada; Yancey, a rancher
in San Diego; and the anonymous author of "An Arizona
Adventure Twenty-four Years Ago" who was, he says, an
accomplished vagabond always looking for something better
and never finding it.

He believed that if another group

took hold of the property with plenty of money, it would
kli

"Ajo District."/Arizona Mining Journal. June. 1919.
p. 76.

40

48

open up one of the finest mines in the West.
Although this first American company did not succeed,
some of the men would not admit defeat.

One of these was

Dunbar, who had a good knowledge of the country gained by
long and painful experience.
would prove of immense value.

He believed the Ajo mines
In 1858 he went to

Washington, D.C. with the hope of arousing interest among
members of Congress.

His efforts were futile; Congress

men had the idea that Ajo was in a desolate country about
which too little was known to justify any action on their
part.

Later events fully verified Dunbar’s confidence

that the Ajo mines would yield good profits if sufficient
capital were invested i^ Improvements to lessen production
costs.

,

48» Arizona Sentinel. March 30. 1 8 7 5 . p .

49. Dunbar, E.E.

op. clt.. p. 3 9 .
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These early residents of A jo were not Interested In.
establishing a town; their ohlef ambition was to get as
inuoh ore as possible from the mines and convert it into
cash. Had they realized the extent of the deposits,
doubtless they would have planned for better and more per
manent living conditions.

The community was not made up

of families, but;largely\of men who case alone or in
groups, prospected for a time, became discouraged or rest
less, and left.

And among such a shifting population

obviously there would be small interest in starting a
school system.

:

The Arizona Mining and Trading Company had proved
definitely that the Ajo territory held a vast quantity of
copper ore, but it took many, years of experimentation by
a large number of different individuals and corporations
before profitable methods of mining, refining, and market
ing this ore were perfected.

,

-

• ’

:

Not. long after the dissolution of this first American
company an English corporation, formed by C.P. Boyer, be
gan work at, Ajo.

He went to Germany to learn how to build

what was known as the Freiburg smelter, a M on his return
h a d o n e o o n s t r u c t e d . l t was built of adobe, shaped like
an oven, with a smokestaek about twenty-five feet high.

•

This smelter, using the roasting proeess,,was not sueeess1
r
ful and was later torn down*
However, this group of
English capitalists made some progress in developing the
mines.

Seven distinct veins of copper ore were worked

extensively.

Several of the shafts and tunnels which they

made were two hundred feet deep; ore was removed by
Mexican miners who climbed to the surface on esoaleras
2
(notched trees used as ladders) placed in the shafts.
Factors beyond their control caused Boyer and his
associates to cease their efforts.

Eventually the Indians

became hostile, the Civil War caused the withdrawal of
military protection from Arizona, the rate of transporta
tion to Fort Yuma was at least $1 0 $ a ton, and the price
of copper depreciated.

As a result, the Ajo properties, 1

like their California neighbors; became unprofitable and
3
operations slackened.
After the Civil War they were shut1
3
2
1. "Ajo, Past, Present and Future." Ajo Copper WewsI
December 28, 1917, P- 4.
.....
2. "Copper.* Arizona Sentinel. April 26. 1879. p. 4.
3. The exact date is not known, but at one time a herd of
camels was brought from Arabia to be used in carry
ing. water from the Gila River to Ajo. The venture
proved impractical; it gave rise to the legend that
the Arizona desert was inhabited by camels, though
none was seen after 1909. (Pumpelly, R.W., My
Reminiscences. p. 768.)
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down, leaving a good many permanent improvements, and a
large amount of ore upon the dumps.

H.H. Bancroft is

authority for the statement that these mines, "though rich,
were abandoned from 1870 on account of expensive freight
ing.

Work was resumed after 1880.*
It seems true that the promoters were discouraged

and there was little organized work at times, but the mines
were never entirely abandoned. About 1872 Dan Noonan of
Gila Bend formed the Ajo Copper Company which patented
seven claims and started, but never completed, a waterjacket smelter.

Also, in 1878 J.A. Robertson bought the

interest of the Cleimer heirs in the Ajo mine.

He pros

pected a little to the east of Ajo and reported himself
7
.
much pleased with the excellent mineral country.
There was growing confidence in the mine at this
time, and working conditions were more favorable.

Opera

tions were resumed on the old Ajo mines; the working force
increased from eight in April, 1878, to twelve by:May of
that year.

The deposits were large and easily accessible

through open-pit mining, also there was plenty of water
4. Arizona Sentinel. April 26. 1879. p. 4.
5. Bancroft, H.H. Arizona and Hew Mexico, p. -590. 6 . Frank Cleimer was one of the organizers of the Arizona
• Mining and Trading Company.
7. The Arizona Sentinel. April 20. 1878, p. 4.

and an immense quantity of meaquite f o r ,fuel /was avail-

8
able.only a few miles from the property.

Several parties

located mines, each claiming to have the original Ajo.
In the estimation of one. newspaper, "If specimens count
for anything, they all have good property."

Two, loads

of ore were hauled to Berk1s station on the Gila fifty
miles from the mine, and were.then taken to the railroad
by freight teams.

These ores assayed a large percentage

of gold and silver.

.

■

In July, 1 8 7 8 , the Ajo mine was reported sold to
Barry and Company, Bostonians.

A compromise was effected

among the various claimants to the,several locations, all
of them participating in the proceeds, of the sale.

Ten

tons of ore were shipped from the property to San Fran
cisco and sold for $1 ,6 0 0 . The ore contained a large per
centage of gold, some specimens assaying as high as $1 ,6 0 0
per ton.

In March of the next year the Arizona Sentinel

reported, "The title to the Ajo mine has long been uncer
tain, but work is likely to be soon resumed on it."
This prophecy came true in June of 1879, and the ore con
tinued to show a high percentage of copper.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Arizona Sentinel. July 2 0 . iffis. n. 3 .
Ibid., May 4. 1878, p. 2.
....
Ibid., May, 2 5 , 1 8 7 8 , p. 2 . .
I E H ., March 15. 1879. n. 2 .
'

The mines*
1

-

were what them was ©onsl&ered an easy distance from the
railroad, forty-five miles over good road, which made pom-

12
sihle the marketing of ores with profit.
The year 1882 was encouraging.

There was consider

able interest in the opper properties of the Ajo district,
and a brilliant future was predicted for them.

"Perhaps

the whole American continent could be traversed without
encountering such an immense copper field as the Ajo oom13
binations.”
Reliable and experienced mining men-stated
that any assertion in favor of the richness or extent of
the Ajo mines could not be overdrawn.

;

There is hardly any doubt but that a hole
sunk ten feet deep anywhere within the radius of
ten miles of the central mountain of Ajo would
show a considerable quantity of copper.1**
There was enough ore on the dump in what was then known as
the Meyers territory to keep a two-furnace smelter in
operation for a year, and enough ore in sight to warrant
■
- ' .■v, - . ■ .; ' ,
' .
15 } -' . r
any amount per day for an indefinite period.
The Little
Ajo mines were bonded for a handsome amount, but the sum
they sold for was nominal compared with their actual
value. A. Caldwell and several others bonded the property
to B.F. Bivins, a well-known and energetic mine manager
12. Arizona Sentinel. June 2 1 . 18?9. n. 3.
13. Arizona Weekly Star. April 6 , 1882, p. 1 .

i£. ibid:; — — —

15. Ibid.•

', ,

;

16
who proposed to make things hum.

The prediction was that

Ajo would not long remain in its present state of eempara17
tive retirement,
;.
:
At this time sixteen claims had been filed on the
main ledge, all equal in quality.

The Old Ajo, central

and oldest of the group, had been worked, to a greater de
gree than the others.

Work was scattered all around

instead of being centered at one point., The Copper King,
a southern extension of the famous Ajo mines, was reported
to be very valuable« * It was.owned;by A .H. Wright, W*W.
........ ' ' '
18
’
Jones, and a_Mr. Barter of Tucson!
This mine was espe
cially fortunate in having a quantity of wood on its sur19
r
face and water at a depth of ten feet.
:Claims and mines changed hands frequently.

About 1883

P.T. Dowling secured control of the Ajo mine and organized
a company.

He issued capital stock and attempted to float

20
bonds for a million dollars, but failed.

In 1884 Tom

Childs bought the Consolidated after the camp had been idle
awhile. He shipped.ore from seven claims patented over
a period of fourteen years, and located some of the claims
later held by the New Cornelia Copper Company.

The ore

had twenty-five to fifty-two per cent copper, with a
16. Arizona Weekly S t a r . February 9. lt&2. -p. 1.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Ibid.. April 6 , 1882. p. 1.
Ibid., February 1 6 , 1882, p. 3.
T E H . , April 6 , 1882, p. 1 .
Ajo Copper News. December 2 1 , 1917, p. 5.
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little sliver,

, .•
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. The fame of the deposits at Ajo brought many prospeetors to Arizona in the late seventies and eighties.
Many were soon discouraged but the rich ore, so clearly
seen, constantly tempted others to try their luck.

"Des

ert rats" drifted in and located mining claims oyer the
entire Ajg basin.

Tom Childs and Rube Daniels were lead

ers of the group.

They tried to set a good example by

pasturing cattle among the mesqufte to help feed .the fam
ilies of their Papago workmen.

John Greenway asked one

prospector, Frank Merrill, why he went barelegged and
Merrill answered, "I used to wear socks, but they was

21
always getting ketehed in brush and tore, s o l quit ’em."
In spite of their rough appearance and poverty, these
prospectors were straight-forward, courageous, and most of
them honest.

No better friends or more dangerous enemies

22
could be found along the border.
:■

,

.

In 1894 activity at the camp was heightened.

Several

new companies were formed and a little surface work was
23
done. Stamp mills and concentrators were erected, but
21. Joralemon, Ira B. Romantic Copper, p. l6 8 .
22. Ibid., p . 169•
;
:V ;• :
23. Maihewson, E.P. "History of the Ajo District,"
p. 4 , la lecture.)
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this renewed interest seems to haw® been short-lived.
According to the Governor's Report of 1896, "A few miners
and prospectors remain and are able to make an occasional
shipment.”

While one newspaper contended that the "Ajo
24
mines are waiting developwnt.”
» ;
It might have been said also that the town was "wait
ing development."

What few people were there lived in

tents or rude shacks built Of rock and clay.

With the

future of the mine so uncertain there was no incentive for
building permanently, and as yet nothing was done toward
organizing a school system.

The few women residents were

wives of Mexican and Indian laborers, and evidently gave
no thought to the formal school education for their chil
dren.

Deep grass flourished all around the section,

rabbits appeared without number, herds of horses supposedly
owned by Indians ran wild, and droves of burros were seen.
These last were exterminated gradually by cattlemen who
wanted the meadowland growth for their herds.
hauled necessities from Gila Bend or Tucson.

Wagons
Under favor

able conditions the trip from Tucson to Ajo took four or
five days, and during rainy seasons it required two weeks
25
or more even with twenty mules ,to.a. wagon. ..
..
24. Clipping from Bisbee newspaper of 1#9# on file in
Pioneer Historical Society.
25. History of Ajo, written by American History Glass,
Ajo High School, 1930.

A jo early attraetMsd many promoters, who found it easy
to sell stock to gullible Investors.

Among the most suc

cessful of these salesmen vms A.J* Stiotwell.

For years he

made an easy living from claims in the abandoned camp of
Ajo, an ideal place for his swindling activities;

The

nearest railroad station was forty-five miles distant at
G-ila Bend, with only one well along the road from there to
Ajo.

Before;the days of automobile^' the trip was'very

uncomfortable, and stockholders were not likely to do any
personal investigating unless certain that something was

26
wrong.

Even if they came, Shotwell could easily send

them home morO enthusiastic than ever.

Ore was readily '

seen and every piece in the fifty acres of hills looked
like solid copper.

In reality there were only a few streaks

of fifty per cent copper.

Most of the ore looked rich be

cause it was stained by copper carbonate; it assayed only
27
one or two per Cent copper.
In 1896 under a three-year lease Shotwell held claims
named the Cardinoff, Ajo View, Escondido, Golden Eagle, D.B. Hill, and Valley.

His associates were a Mr. Stout

of Gila, engineer on the Southern Pacific Railroad, and
26. Joraiemon, Ira B.
27» Ibid., p .168. —

op. oit., p. 28.
....... .......... .

”
.....
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28
W.A. Westbrook of Tuoson, blacksmith and rancher.

The

claims were leased from their owners, Childs and Jacobs,
with the privilege of purchase for #200,0 0 0 if Shotwell
desired.

He then interested a Mr. Hoffer» former iron

manufacturer, in the venture and in 1896 these two organ
ized the St ^ Louis^ Copper Company to which Shotwell sub
leased the Gardinoff claim.
-

.

.

The next step was to raise money, and for this pur

pose Shotwell journeyed to St. Louis.

He did not tell

his prospective stockholders that the copper could not be
extracted in marketable amounts from the carbonate ore.
He pictured the mines as so rich he would not let any, one
company have more than one claim; if he did, it might be
come powerful enough to control the copper Industry of
the world.

The St. Louis merchants to whom he told the

story were flattered at being allowed to buy stock in the
St. Louis Copper Company and finance a ten-stamp mill
which was to treat ore on the Gardinoff claim.

V

Money was

29
raised and the stamp mill installed at a cost of # 2 5 ,0 0 0 .
John R. Boddie, a traveling salesman, was one of the
stockholders; he told hie customers that before long he
could retire and live on the dividends from his copper

Ajo dopper tiews, January k , 191#. n. 5.
29. Ibid., June 277 1919, p. 1.
....................

30
holdings.
These glowii^ reports changed when the mill started
to run.

There was only water enough to keep it going half

the time; the supply came from a slow seepage in the
bottom of a few old shafts, and two or three hours’ run
ning the mill dried up the shafts completely.

Then the ,

miners had to wait, f or water to trickle in again.
Shotwell did manage to ship $ 3 6 ,0 0 0 worth of concentrates,
_
31
but it cost him $45,000 to do so.
It is said that the
richest concentrates ever milled in the United States
were shipped out at this time, fifty-eight per cent copper
and | 6 0 in gold.

The St. Louis Company went bankrupt.

Mismanagement and insufficient /ivater caused expenses to
exceed income, and the board of directors began quarreling
with the stockholders.
In spite of this lack of intense or large-scale
operations, by 1898 the Ajo mines were known widely enough
to spread Arizona’s fame as a copper producer.

True, only

small quantities of ore were extracted, but market price
was sufficiently high to yield producers a profit even
after the high costs of hand sorting and transportation.
The Governor’s Report of that year describes the veins as
not large but, numerous; many of them were being worked in
36. .foralemon, Ira B. op. cit., p. 169.
31. Ajo Copper News. January 4, 1918, p. 5.
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32
a small w y .
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Also In 1898 claims had been bonded by Childs to
C.C. Bean, who shipped ore fop two years.

He was an inter

esting character, then in his seventies, with forty years
of mining experience, chiefly in the Hassayampa Valley.
He had represented the Territory of Arizona In Congress,
but considered those years ^rosted*because they were not
devoted to the mining business.

John Boddle once remarked

that Ajo would be a fine camp if they had a railroad and
plenty of water.

Colonel Bean repliedi

-

If you owned the Mississippi river and the
Southern Pacific railway you would have no cop
per mine. To own a copper mine you have first
to find the ore in almost unlimited quantities
then the railway and water will; come if you live
in the African desert. 33
Putting this theory into practice, Colonel Bean se
cured an option on the patented property of one hundred
thirty-five acres, with the privilege of purchase for
#60,000. The property was owned by an estate in Phila' ■ ' . ; ■ - ' : : - '■ ■ : .
' 34
: .,
delphia, represented by E.G. Hammersley.
By mining the
claims, Bean raised #30,000 and made many efforts to se
cure additional capital.

He was unsuccessful because no

^2..Report of the Territorial Governor of Arizona. 1898.
■
p . 28?.
~
~
"■"1
■
33. Boddie, John R. "History of New Cornelia." Ajo
Copper News. July 2$, 1919, p. 1. ;
34. Ibid. , '
.
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mining expert W0 4 M

make a favorable report on the prop

erty, -though he claimed, that over twenty representatives
from different corporations had examined it.

One expert

from England accused Bean of "salting" his shafts.

Bean

often said Copper Mountain was mostly carbonate and
worthless at this time except to show as a means of sell
ing stock, and that his property was the best in the camp.
Operations of others in later years showed he was not far
wrong.

Failing in this mining venture, he returned to

New York where he died.

Although he had never owned his

claims, they were known as the Bean property for many
years.

It was sold later for $75,000 and the buyers or

ganized the Kendall Reduction Company.

After changing

hands several times, it eventually became part of the
35
Cornelia Company’s holdings.
These alternate periods of activity and inertia at
the mines, along with numerous changes in ownership, sub
stantiate Joralemon’s statement that from 1856 until
the beginning of the present century the Ajo district was
36
worked only in a casual and intermittent way.
However,
with the incorporation of the Cornelia Copper Company in
35. Boddie, John ft. "History of tfew Cornelia."
Ajo Copper News. August 1 , 1919, p. 1.
36. Joralemon, Ira B . "The Ajo Copper Mining District."
Transactions of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers. Vol. k 9 . 191k. n. 593.
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1900 came more intensive efforts to increase the copper
output of this area.

; DEVELOPMENT .AND. ACHIEVEMENTS OF IMPORTANT.
MINING GROUPS 1900-190?
;.V

' / *. . ■

C

;

^

T

;;.

,

‘ ,

While there .was little change in the outward appear
ance .of the town dmyin^ the period 1 9 0 0 -1 9 0 7 , there were
important differeneea in mining.

A goodly number of cor

porations and companies had been organized to exploit the
deposits around Ajo, yet early in 1900 there was none big
enough or financially strong enough to make.the most of
mineral possibilities.

Though Shotwell undoubtedly was

dishonest in many of his transactions, he is an example of
there being " m o much good ■in the worst of us” ; for his
negotiations eventually resulted in the Cornelia Copper .
Company, one of the most important groups in Ajo copper
history.

Several other corporations came into being at

about the same time which, with the.Cornelia, finally
solved the problems that had kept former groups from suc
ceeding. :

:v

v

-

V

After the failure of the St. Louis Company, Shotwell
organized the Rescue Copper Company in an effort to save
total loss to the shareholders of the St. Louis.

From

funds of these two companies he personally deducted
enough to live well and to make a few payments on his

56

#2 0 0 ,0 0 0 option with Childs and Jacobs.

: He planned to

keep most of the sixtclaims (see Chapter IV, p. 4 9 ) for
himself, but money was not coming in fast enough so he
decided to let others have a part of the great ore supply
and; share .In the prospective millions:of profit.
John B. Boddie was just the man to help; he had
bought stock in both of Shotwell’s first two companies.
Shotwell told him he must keep secret their plans for a
third, lest officials of other groups learn too soon of
the additional competition.: Boddie thought himself forr
tunate to be chosen for this enterprise.

Behind closed

doors he told leading men of his territory about this
opportunity.: They knew he was honest, and evidently felt
that anyone who could hold a job selling dry goods;for

2
twenty-seven years was a safe guide in a mining enterprise.
The men chosen to help form this new company were:

:,

Captain Huie; president of the Citizens Bank and Trust
Company, Arkadelphia, Arkansas; T/.W. Brown, engaged in
banking and lumber at Camden, Arkansas; C.E. Neely, pres
ident of the Southern Arkansas Lumber Company, St. Louis;
and W.K. Ramsey, banker, also from Camden.
1 . Joralemon, Ira B.
2 . Ibid., p. 171.

Romantic Copper, p. 170.

,-. ; .

'1

n

:

. la Apjil, 1900, these * a

tion trip to Ajo.

joined Boddie on an inspec

They left the train at Gila:Bend and,

since the :town then had no hotel, they stayed over night
in Captain Frank Welcome’s livery stable.

He'v/as jastice

of peace and notary public at Gila Bend for all that sec
tion of Maricopa Gountyj he also owned the only livery
stable in town, furnished transportation across the desert
to travelers and prospectors, and sold feed to teamsters
3
hauling freight.
The forty-five.mile ride to Ajo was made
by the men the next day in a Concord coach drawn by four
horsesi"-"This was their first trip to Arizona, and the
desert held much of interest for them.

At noon they

stopped at the half-way station, under a lonely palo verde
tree, where they ate lunch, watered and fed the horses.
The next stop was at Child’s well, fifteen miles from their
destination.

They reached Ajo about dusk, too late to

inspect the mines that night.

The camp consisted of only

a few men, mostly Mexicans and Papagos, who worked for
Shotwell.

There was a small grocery store owned by

Colonel Hovey who was somewhat of a boss in that section.
Through him miners employed laborers under contract at so
much a day in currency, while Hovey settled with the
3. Ajo Copper News. June 27. 1919. p. 1.

4
laborers i n groceries a M whiskey.
-

:

Shotwell had planned everything at the mine to make a

good impression on the visitors.

He had let water'accum

ulate in old shafts for weeks, and outlined rich streaki
" ..
.
5
of ore to show them.
The next morning Boddie and his
friends visited the mill* where a band of high-gradeconcent rates six inches wide was doming off the tables.
Boddie took samples of the ore that assayed five per cent

6
copper; the concentrates ran forty-five per cent.

The

ten-stamp mill, which had been idle for some time waiting
for a sufficient supply of water to seep into the shafts
and tunnels to run it, was started to show the men how
easy it was to concentrate ores.

Neely, like the others,

had never been around a mining camp before.
Captain Huie:

: --' 1-

■■■'

He called to

;;?- ■’.••' '

'

:
Say Huie^ I am stuck on this proposition!
No ox teams to break down or feed when too wet
for logging, no dry kilns catching afire and
burning up, no insurance, no credit man, no
collector, no worrying over securing cars to
make shipments, just simply grind up rocks
and getting out the ducats.
While Boddie thought •the work looked simple and easy."
These novices took over a business they knew nothing
7
about and pushed ahead blindly but with energy.
Two
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ajo Copper News, July k. 19l9. p. "1.
Joralemon, Ira B. op. cit... p. 172. ..... ,
Ajo Copper News. June 27. 1919. p. 1.
Ibid.. July 4. 1919. n. 1.

.. .

&

8
days convinced them they had the richest mine in the world.
From Childs, Stout, and Westbrook they bought four claims
known as the Butte, Mainstay, Sulphide Stringer, and Quien
Sabe, making settlement with part cash and the promise to
pay the balance in six months.

They also paid Shotwell

#19,500 plus a large block of stock in the new company.
Money for these payments was advanced by Neely, Huie,
Brown, and Ramsey to be repaid them later by the company.
Having completed these transactions in May, 1900, the
four men returned to St. Louis where the Cornelia Copper
Company was duly incorporated.

The Cornelia was named in

memory of the first Mrs. Boddie, and its charter was
issued under the lav/s of the Territory of Arizona.

Its

main office was with that of the Southern Arkansas Lumber
Company in St. Louis since the principal shareholders of
the Cornelia also controlled the lumber concern.
officers were:

The

ff.W. Brown, president; C.E. Neely, vice- .

president; John R. Boddie, secretary; R.W. Huie, treasurer;
and A.J. Shotvmll, manager. The first Board of Directors
was composed of W.K. Ramey, C.W. Chamberlain, D.P.
Richardson, and James MoCallum.
Money for the development of the claims had to be
raised.

A hundred thousand shares of ten-dollar stock

8. Joralemon, IraB.
op, clt., p. 172.
9. A.1o Copper News. July 4, 1919, p.l.
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were authorized.

Boddie’s old customers were allowed to

10
buy a little at #2.50 per share.
Ore from the Cornelia claims assayed satisfactorily;
it was taken chiefly from open pits ten to twenty-five
feet deep.

The $35,000 received from ore shipments was

spent in sinking a shaft on the Q,uien Sabe two hundred
twenty-eight feet and one on Mainstay one hundred twentyfive feet deep, in building an office, and in erecting a
hoist engine.

By the time the $35,000 was spent the men

realized they had so far developed no important ores; they
had not enough water to run a mill; and ShotwelVs manage-

11
ment was not according to sound business methods.

The

Cornelia applied for patents on its claims but for about
four years did little work at the mines, merely keeping a
watchman there.
Meanwhile Shotwell sold most of his stock in the
Rescue Company.

From these and his profits in the Cornelia

deal he applied enough on his six claims to renew the op
tion when it expired. He next attempted to start another
company known as the Alamo to develop claims called Joint
and Pendulum; but by then people generally were distrustful
of him and would not invest.
•
' : ; ;: .■
/
.

.

.

.

Unethical as he was, he must

.
1
*

10. Joralemon, Ira 6. op. cit.. p. 1?3. ■
11. A.1o Copper News. July 4, 1919, p. 1.
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be credited witli foresight and evidently did have a real
interest in the Ajo territory.

At his instigation in 1900

the Cornelia Copper Company planned to improve transporta
tion facilities by building a railroad to the Gulf of

12
California.

Though nothing was done toward actual con

struct ion of such a carrier, the idea was implanted and
brought up at various times in later years.
By 1902 development at Ajo had been pushed upon a
series of veins containing very rich ore.

The Yuma Sun

for January 3 of that year reported a cessation of activ
ity due to the decline in the price of copper, but added
that a number of claim holders were busily engaged in
assessment work.

•

.

In 1903 the owners of the Ajo mines were Thomas Doak
and Sons.

Doak was a mining engineer of considerable im

portance, and he was convinced of the property's value.
He also had options on the Shotwell and New Ajo properties.
These were all located in the Ajo Basin, a depression in
the volcanic hills three-fourths of a mile wide and about
14
twice that long.
The Shotwell property at this time
represented an outlay of probably $10,000; the ten-stamp
12. Arizona Republic. March 13. 193#. p. 6.
13. Report of the Governor of Arizona, 1902.
14. Ajo Copper kews. December 21. 1917. p. 5.
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mill and Woodbury concentrating tables located there were
used by Doak and Sons.
By 1904 two main companies were in the field:

the

Ajo Copper Mountain Mines Company, controlling the original
Ajo mine; and the Cornelia Copper Company, controlling the
Shotwell mine.

Both companies also held options from Doak

and Sons,
and each carried on for about six years without
- : - ' . ■ ■- • 16
' ''
'' •
making much progress.
,
•One of the biggest handicaps for. all groups operating
in the territory was lack of a satisfactory and profitable
method of extracting the copper from the ore.

Efforts to

find such a method constitute one of the most interesting
phases of mining history.

The Ajo property had been

equipped with a reduction plant using the Randall process.
It was claimed that this process treated all classes of
copper ore with equal facility, and that average ores would
yield ninety-five to ninety-eight per cent of their copper
at the cost of $1.00 per ton. Horace Stevens characterized
■ ■
.
.
; I?
"
these claims as “very sweeping;”
Parsons says:
.
As far as the records show, even the shock
ing treatment to which the ore was subjected
failed to put copper in such form that it could
be jgcovered and shipped with a resulting prof-

15. Tenny, «f.B. kistory of Ajo District, n. -4.
16. Mathewaon, E.P7 ^History of the Ajo District," p. 3 ,
(a lecture).
'
17. Parsons, A.B. The Porphyry: Coppers. p. 286.
18. Ibid.. p. 287.'
•
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The aireetors of the Obftoelia Gompany in 1906 were
vietims of a fantastic scheme for ore extraction, yrhose
inventor was "Professor" F.L.McGahan of Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

He was an ingratiating little Irishman, a con

vincing speaker, and knew all the technical terms of chem
istry arid metallurgy.

He already had swindled two chem

ical firms 'in St. Louis, but Shotwell arid Boddie were too
enthusiastic over his description of his proposed vacuum
smelter to make a thorough Investigation.

They signed a

contract for the use of the smelter in the United States
and foreign countries;

The Cornelia Company paid

$3 5 ,0 0 0 and agreed to pay a certain percentage more in
stock of all companies they might organize to use the
process.

MoGahan claimed that from five to twenty per

cent more of the values in ores could be extracted at a
cost of not more than a half compared with present methods
'‘ ' 'r . ' 21 ''
1 .' .. ''
. V.
of smelting.
He described his process as follows:
In treating and smelting mineral ores and
iron in a vacuum, the nitrogen in the air is
excluded from coming in contact with same, prac
tically eliminating all slag and the necessity
of fluxing; furthermore none of the vapors or
fumes being allowed to excape, the full values
contained in the ores are secured, thus every
bit of carbon and other volatile substance
forming fuel quantities uniting with pure
19. Joraleaon, Ira B . op. cit.. p . 174.
20. AJo Copper Hews. July 11, 1919, p. 1.
21. Tenny, 3.B .• op. 0it.. p . 4.
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ox-hydrogen, whereby great eeonosy Is secured
in the reduction of all ores.
In addition to this, many other minerals
are saved which under the present systems of
smelting are destroyed or allowed to escape
through the stacks. 2
McGahan must have had a magnetic personality, for
others believed!
He is not only an inventor, but a metallur
gical scientist of national repute. These most
remarkable discoveries by Professor McGahan are
nothing less than epochal. At a single blow he
has demolished the entire fabric of labor during
the last 3,000 years.23
Parsons gives a truer estimate of his ability:
He condensed more pseudo-scientific
■ nonsense into a few strokes, he exploded a dozen
.. theorems in chemistry and physics that hundreds
of years of painstaking research have served to
establish, all in error it would seem. &
When the contract for the McGahan process was made,
both the Rescue and the Cornelia companies wanted to be
the first to install it; the inventor said he could super
vise the building of only one furnace at a time.

Since

the Rescue Company was in debt, it was decided the new
-: • .
' 25 ' :
method should be used first by them.
(The two compan
ies had many stockholders in common, and in some things
worked together.)
22. Tenny, J.B. op. cit.. p. 4.
' " T
2 3 . Engineering and Mining Journal Press. January 6 ,
1923, p. 8 .
24. Parsons, A.B. op, cit.. p. 287.

By now Shotwell had formed another group known as
the Tri-Mountain Gopper Company, with ten million shares
of stock authorized, of which he kept six million.

With

the promise of enormous profits from the marvelous process
it was easy to sell stock in all three companies - the
Rescue, Cornelia, and Tri-Mountain.

One of Boddie*s

former customers, Charlie Chamberlain, spent all his time
selling stock.

In each new town he visited he allowed

prospective stockholders to select one of their number for
a visit to the mines with Chamberlain, all expenses paid.
When the delegate returned home, usually his friends

26
bought all the stock they could afford.

As the building

of the smelter progressed, all stock advanced; the
Cornelia and Rescue sold as high as $6 .0 0 about the time
the smelter was ready.
aires on paper.

Shotwell and Boddie were million

The treasuries were overflowing, and

MoGahan ordered rush delivery on steel for his furnace.
With prosperity, dissension began.

Boddie and Huie

became suspicious of Shotwell*s ability and appointed a
new manager.

It was discovered that money turned over to

him for payment to Tom Childs was not being used for that
purpose. A meeting was called at Fort Smith, Arkansas,
25. Joralemon, Ira B.
2 6 . Ibid., p. 173.

op. cit., p. 1 % .

and a fair proposition presented Shotwell to extricate
. »i
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:
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him from his troubles §nd enable him to get back to a
sound financial standing; these offers he declined.
Shotwell exchanged the y^alnder of M s .Cornelia .and....
Rescue stock for stock of the Tri-Mountain Company and
''
"
.2 7 .......
opened an office in St. -I^uis.
He could not complete
payment on his claims leased from. Childs and the option
was,forfeited.

Knowing that the stockholders.were not

responsible,for this default, Childs sold the claims;to .
the Cornelia and Rescue Companies for the balance due
under the original option.

.

.

. Shotwell had,lost his influence. He claimed fraud .
and brought suit for #200,000.

Since he could not pay a

bond for costs, the suit was thrown out without a hearr
ing and soon afterward Shotwell disappeared from the.
story of Ajo.

He had become arrogant, and offensive, es

pecially to those who had assisted him.

. .

While McGahan was busy getting ready to construct
the vacuum furnace, the Cornelia and Rescue Companies
continued selling stock to finance its installation.
Boddie opened an office in Los Angeles to pay for materials and^ship,.parts to Ajo as fast as they were completed
27. Ajo Copper Hews, ^uly 11. 1919. P. 1.
28. Joralemon, Ira B. bp. cit., p. 180.
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The Baker Iron Works' of tes'Attgeles had the contract;for
29
the erection-of the smelter»
Boddle also made a trip
to’Mexico where

pxirehased a large body- of Iron and

timber lands, in which McGahan was to have sm interest as
part payment for the tise of his process.

Captain Huie,

president of the COrnelia, was in Ajo to hasten progress.
Later- in 1906 the Cornelia and Rescue Companies, ■
each owning about eighty acres and an undivided: interest
in the Tri-Mountain property, became involved in an argu
ment as to dividing’the property or consolidating.

In

the final settlement Cornelia *s capitalization was in
creased from |1 ,0 0 0 ,000 to $3,000,000; the Rescue Company
was absorbed and discontinued.

The Cornelia Copper Com

pany new owned all the claims formerly held by the two;
with its original holdings it.had 243 acres, of which
only seventy-nine were patented.

Scouring patents on the

balance was started, and the’company tried to make the
old stamp mill pay running expenses but could not achieve
this.

To add to their difficulties, payment of $ 3 ,0 0 0 -

was due Childs; Boddie was sent to St. Louis and managed
30
to raise this amount. ::'", . ■•
: /.%
; ,
At this same time the directors of the Gold of Ophir
Mining Company, Los Angeles, .were seeking a process to
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recover the gold fro» ore Blued In the Calico tetmtaina
near Baratow.

Learning of MeGahan’s Idea they negotiated

with Boddie and Ernie who agreed to build a three-ton
31
plant in Los Angelea and use the process on gold ore.
This plant, financed by Ernie in exchange for Gold of Ophir
stock, was.completed about the same time-as the smelter
on the Cornelia property, and it was decided to hold the
first trial in California.

In the presence of prominent.

stockholders, Boddie lighted the fire in the furnace*
McGahan had directed that a slow fire be kept.for twentyfour hours then he personally would charge the furnace.
When the group met the next morning, McGahan was not
there; instead, from San Francisco he sent, a letter saying
he had been paid far too little for the invention.

He

would come to blow in the.smelter only;if they would pay
32
him $50,000 more and a block of Cornelia stock.
Naturally this was a decided set-back for all con
cerned.

The Rescue and Cornelia Companies had paid over

$80,000 for their smelter; that amount included its actual
cost, salary to McGahan, and ireimbtirsement f or the use of
the process., McGahan received $8,000 directly and about
$2 6 ,0 0 0 had been paid to Mr. Putman of Indianapolis who
31. A.lo Copper N e w s , July 11, 19l9. p. 1.
32. doralemon, Ira B. op. cit.. p. 183.
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was supposed t© be MbOahan’s brother-in-law, and who held
a mortgage on the patent for money advanced MeGahan.

It

was later found that he was only a fence to help MeOehan
in the fraud.

In May, 1907, the Cornelia Company sued

MoGahan for obtaining money under false pretenses; and he
filed a countersuit for damages of $200,000.

Experts said

MoGahan was insane, so the Cornelia agreed to cancel the
suit.

The smelter at Ajo was never put into operation.
All this left the Cornelia worse off financially

and still with no satisfactory refining process.

They

next hired an electrician named Anderson to build a plant.
Joralemon says $2 0 ,0 0 0 more was spent on this leaching
plant, which was almost as fantastic as the vacuum
smelter; it did produce a few pounds of copper, but at a
cost of a dollar per pound.

In essentials the Anderson

process was not unlike that which, ten years later, was
to prove so successful in the hands of more resourceful
34
•' '
. .
■
metallurgists.
Undaunted by failure to solve this major problem,
Boddie and his associates did not lose faith in their
property.

They kept the taxes paid because they felt it

some day would fulfill all their hopes.
33. Joralemon, Ira B. op. cit.. p. 1^4.
34. Parsons, A.B. op. cit.. p. 289.

Chamberlain’s

son, Lee, stayed at Ajo trying to run a stamp mill, but
35
could not make it pay expenses.
At this time when the
Cornelia became dormant, the company had a capitalization
of $3,000,000 with paid-up capital of $1,000,000.

Ac

cording to the Copper Handbook of 1907:
The Cornelia Copper Company claims to have
in sight 2 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 tons of ore averaging 10 per
cent copper, with gold and,silver values, which
is an excessive estimate.3°
. Though hot working their properties to any great ex
tent, early in 1907 the two most important groups were
still the Cornelia and the Ajo Consolidated.

A third,

whose property lay between that of these two, was called
the Childs group.

Several of the companies which were

launched between 1902 and 1907 worked claims that even
tually became part of the New Cornelia.
This period in Ajo history is noteworthy not only
for the emergence of more powerful and persistent compan
ies, but also because of the improvements, slight though
they were, which were brought about in mining and refin
ing processes.

It m s thus step on step that eventual,

wholly successful methods were found.

As yet the terri

tory attracted mostly "desert rats," prospectors, and
others with "get-rich-quick" ideas rather than families
35. Joralemon, Ira B. op. pit., p. i^§7~
36. Engineering and Mining Journal Press. January 6 ,
1923, p. 8 .

who would come with the Idea of making a permanent home.
Thus civic conditions were given scant attention, and the
absence of a school was not felt by residents of the Ajo
community.

INTENSIFICATION OF DEVELOPMENT
I9O8
1916
Up until this time mining history at Ajo had been a
series of ups and downs - periods of new claims being
opened or old ones revived, followed by periods of stagnation due either to the falling price of copper or to dis
couragement and financial inadequacy of mine owners. With
the formation of stronger corporations came better manage
ment and more concentrated efforts to find methods of
making this vast ore body yield its inherent values to the
world.

Progress from 1907, therefore, was more noticeable

and less interrupted than previously.
Heralding of the section’s possibilities continued to
attract newcomers. Among"those who arrived in 1907 was
Sam Clark, who later founded Clarkston.

With M.G. Levy,

who ran the only store and engaged in mining near the
Mexican line, Clark secured a bond and lease on the seven
claims of the Ajo Consolidated group, originally patented
by Dan Noonan.
bookkeeper.

Clark superintended the;mine and Levy was

The Calumet and Arizona (a Delaware corpora

tion with large mine holdings at Bisbee) had taken an
option on this property from Childs but let it expire; the

n
i
present owner was the Rendall Reduction Company of Boston.
They had also purchased the original Ajo mine from the
.

•
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Ajo Copper Mountain Mining Company and installed a fiftyton reduction plant.
Work at Ajo was again interrupted by general economic
conditions.

The panic of 1907 caused the Cornelia and
;'■■
■: \
■
' :■ ^ Rendall Ore Companies to suspend operations.
,

.

.

Clark was not long deterred, however, and in 1908 he
erected a mill on the Ajo Consolidated.
of:

This consisted

a ten-stamp mill purchased from Albert Steinfeld; a

five-stamp mill and boiler belonging to Levy; three
Wilfley tables; two Blake crushers; two sets of Cornish
rolls which were never used; three gasoline engines; and
two steam pumps.

The largest engine ran the mill, and the

pumps were used to take water from the mines into the
4
■ ‘ ■ ■; ■ ■■ ' 1
'
well.
The output with this improved machinery was from
2 ,5 0 0 to 3>000 pounds a day of concentrates running from
thirty-five to forty-five per cent and from 6 0 0 -7 0 0
pounds of pay ore. This was not treated in the mill but
' .
■
. . ’ '■ • ■' • .
5
.
was shipped, mostly to the Copper Queen at Douglas.1
5
4
3
2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ajo Copper News. January ll. 1918. p . 1 .
tfenny, J.B. History of Ajo District, p. 1 3 .
Bryan, Kirk. 'The Jpapago Country. 9 . 356.
Ajo Copper News. January 1 1 . 1 9 1 8 . p. 1.
Ibid.
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This mill being a suet o s s , business picked up and
many mining experts visited the camp.
', ■

^

.

tors were John Greenway,

,

.

Two frequent visi-

■ -- :■

manager of the Calumet and

Arizona mine at Bisbee, and Ira B. Joralemon, chief geol
ogist for the same company.

Greenway stated that the Con

solidated mine looked better each visit, while Joralemon
advised treating the ore there rather than send it to re
duction plants elsewhere.
Rumors that a railroad was to be built served to
strengthen confidence in Ajo’s possibilities as a mining
center, and many new claims were located.

In 1908 the

Rendall Ore Reduction Company began advocating a fiftymile extension of the Southern Pacific which would leave
the main line near Theba, ten miles west of Gila Bend, and
connect with Ajo.

They believed there was enough six per

cent ore in their nine claims to justify the building of
such a road, not to mention all the claims of others.
This company was so hopeful of persuading the Southern
Pacific to build the spur that they secured an estimate
from Jones and Meehan, Boston contractors; their figure
7
was something less than half a million d o l l a r s . T h e ' 7
6
6. dreenway ha& made a name for himself at Yale, in the
Rough Riders, and on the Western Mesabl Range iron
mines In Minnesota working under Thomas F. Cole,
a director of the Calumet and Arizona. (Parsons,
A.B. The Porphyry Coppers, p, 29.)
7. Arizona Daily Star. February 19, 1908, p. 5.

engineer of the Kendall Company, Mr. Bordwell, also'sur
veyed the proposed route and estimated that the road could
be constructed in one year because thirty miles of the
route would be over level prairie.

He judged that for

such distance the cost would not be over 18,000 a mile,
but from $15,000 to $20,000 per mile for the remaining

8
mileage overuplands.

Nothing came of these plans;

An

official of the Southern Pacific stated that, although It
was probable a road to Ajo would be built eventually,
there were no negotiations just then between his company

9
and the promoters of the extension.
There were now several outstanding mining groups.
Among these was the Cornelia which on September 10, 1909,
was reorganized as the New Cornelia Copper Company with
10
an authorized capital of $6,000,000;
and the Kendall Ore
Reduction Company*

Three others were important.

The

'

first was the General Development Company with J. Park
Channing at its head and backed by the Lewisohn interests.
It secured an option on the majority of stock of the New
Cornelia Copper Company.

The second group was led by

8. "The A jo Country Is on a Boom,

Arizona bally Star,

January 5, 1909, p. 8.
9. "Ajo Extension Not Projected by the Espee,"
Arizona Daily Star, February 21, 1908, p. 5. . .
10. Tenny, J.B. op. cTF:. p. 5.
:
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S.W. Mudd and associates, who were largely responsible for
developing the lay Sdmsolidated Copper Company.

This group

held an option from the Kendall Company on some claims at
the south edge of the'Ajb Basin, and also secured an op
tion for #150,060 on the Bean property.

The third group

was composed of English capitalists who held an option
from Tom Childs on some outlying claims in the basin east
'‘ 1 -'■ ■ .
:.
■ .. ' :
; :: 'v ;■
of the Cornelia mills. These last three groups started
• _ '
'
■■■■ '11 ■.-: ' ..
:• . .' -.
development at the same time; their goal was the great
body of low-grade ore centering in Copper Mountain.
The engineers of these three groups, outstanding in
their field, yet failed to make the right analysis of the
deposits at Ajo.

John Hays Hammond, G. Chester Beatty,

and J. Park Channing said there was no ore in Ajo except
for a shallow deposit of copper carbonate in the bills,
and this ore could' not be treated at a prctfit by any known

12
or probable process.

Doubtless as a result of this es

timate, these groups failed' to make any headway and gave
up their options.

-' ^

■ : -■

Other companies were more optimistic.

V/hen visit-: .

ing Tucson In April, 1909, Mr. Lee, manager of the
Kendall Reduction Company, said:
11. Joralemon, Ira B.
12. Ibid., p. 18?.

-

^

Komantic Copper, p. 185.
------- --- —

11
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. .- . * t.r«
■r« ■■
■■,v ::.• „
Ajo is getting more attention than any
camp in the territory. It deserves more atten
tion than it ever had. I speak of it as a new
camp on account of it not having had a very
extensive development, although it is probably
the oldest camp in the territory. ... There is
one concentrating plant operating at a net ,;
profit of $100 a day with an expense of $30.
There is another mill ready to run and our com- .
pany will put in a larger mill a little later in
the year, which ought to make the camp quite
active. The possibilities of having a railroad
within a year and a half or two years are bet
ter today than they ever were. Our company
made their final payment on the mine last week,
and from now on any money they raise will be
expended in sinking shafts and on active devel
opments.!/
Though there was considerable activity around various

claims, the town itself showed little improvement.

There

were few homes or buildings well constructed, no demaroation between residential and business sections, dirt
streets laid out helter skelter.

A county deputy sheriff

constituted local law enforcement; there was little sanitation, and connections with the surrounding territory
were poor.

Copper was carried by wagon to Gila Bend and

then forwarded to Douglas by rail, while mail was brought
in on horseback.

The census of 1910 gives the population

of Ajo as fifty.

Permanent residents consisted of twelve

or fifteen Americans, and a larger number of Mexicans and
13. Arizona Dally S t a r . July 1 , 1909. P. 1 .
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14
Indians.

In 1911 there were said to be approximately
.y ■ : 15
. '
twenty Mexicans to one American.
v

:

-

Iv..'

?

The First School

V

-

'
■

"

The first school in Aj0 , taught by Miss Athlyh
Gibson, was started in 1912.

For two years it was held

in a one-room, adobe baildifig; and for the next three

16
years in a tent with tin roof.

Ventilation was bad

unless the flaps were open, and when it rained there was
so much noise on the roof that classes usually had to
cease.

One of the requirements for graduation from the

eighth grade was the ability to read English.
Francis can priests came through Aj o every three or
four months, but the first Protestant services were not
17
held until March, 1915, and then in a pool hall.
Evi
dently even yet few were convinced that the mines had
sufficient long-time value to warrant expenditures for
sturdy homes, adequate schools, and other permanent im
provements.

'

;' v':

In spite of the unattractive town, Ajo deposits con
tinued to impress outsiders.

One day in 1911 Sam Clark

was visited by.Mr. Gallagher, mining.expert for the
14.
15.
16.
17.

Bryan, kirk. ‘Jhe Fapago Country, p. 15.
Ajo Copper News. December $, 1912, p. 3 .
Interview with Miss Grayee Gibson, Tucson.
Interview with Mrs. Sam Clark, Ajo.

/
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,
18
Gasklll interests and nephew of James Phillips.
Mr. Gallagher was pleased with the prospects and wanted
his employer also to see the property.

Clark and Levy

gave him a twenty-day option on their leases (see page
7 2 ), and in due time Gasklll Appeared.

After sampling

and making a mill test, he paid without hesitancy the

-

$150,000 which the Rendall Reduction Company asked for
the property.

Ten per eent of this amount went to
19
Clark and Levy as their commission;
Clark remained as
superintendent for about five months, then again went to

mining for himself.

The claims were bought under the

name of Ajo Consolidated Copper•Company.
Gasklll was so certain of his Investment "that he ac
quired adjoining claims for which he paid $100 each.

He

secured two froufFrank-Meyers; one from Charles G. Puffer;
eight or nine belonging to William Gillard; two from
Fred Steele; Bill Grove, and Claude Fenner; and twelve
20
more from Sam Clark.
He also bought the property oper
ated by John Merrill, which is now the Glory Hole of the
Southern claim.

Having secured all this property-

18 . Phillips was one o f t h e leading copper operators of
the United States; he had been associated.with
Nevada Consolidated and the Tennessee Copper Com
panies. Gasklll was formerly assistant superinten
dent of the Nevada Consolidated near Yuma.
19. A,jo Copper News. January 11.11918. n. 1 .
20. Ibid.
~
.

#a

however, Graskill let it remain praatioally idle for two
years, apparently waiting to see what the Calumet and
21
Arizona Company of Bisbee was going to do.
In fact, the: whole ©amp was in a dormant condition
for this period, though claims were located for miles in
all directions and new engineers continued to examine and
buy property.

Many options were given up because the

refining processes then In use failed to produce sufficient
or valuable enough ore to-warrant continuation of opera
tions.

-

It was largely through Greenway’s initiative that
satisfactory refining methods finally were worked out. .
He convinced his employers of the value of Ajo deposits
and in September, 1911> they secured a very favorable•
option on about seventy per-cent of the capital stock of
the New Cornelia, under the terms of which opportunity
was given them to develop the tonnage of merchantable ore

22
before making final payments.

The Calumet and Arizona

also held options on seven adjoining claims owned by the
23
Rendall Company;
in October, 1911, they took possession
2 if
of all their property with George Arnold in charge.
21. A jo Popper N e w s , January 11 , 191#. n. 1 .
.
2 2 . Briggs, Charles. Story of Calumet and Arizona Min
ing Company, n. 3.
2 3 . Joralemon, Ira B. op. cit., p. 192.
—
24. Tenny, J.B. op. cit., p. 14.
, :
_
.

%

Immediately they started to explore their holdings
by diamond drills and -tesb pits.

At first everything went

wrong. Hard lack with the first three drill holes cost
Calumet and Arizona and its New Cornelia subsidiary
13,000,000; the ore tested only an average of 1 .5 1 per
25
.
cent copper;
a $ 5 0 ,0 0 0 payment came due which they were
unable to meet.

Instead of renewing the option to the

Calumet and Arizona, the Kendall Company sold the property
to James Phillips for $200,000 and he began diamond drill
ing there in 1 9 1 3 .

v

■

vv

v

However, this preliminary work of drilling and test
ing proved that the tonnage was satisfactory’in quantity,
but a large part of it was carbonate surface ore,' the
26
values from which could not be recovered economically.
The copper-stained hills were the outcrop of a low-grade
ore covering an area of about fifty-five acres and reach27
ing a maximum depth of over 600 feet below the surface, n
Material that averaged less than one per cent copper was
not estimated as ore because profitable extraction of the
metal below this grade was not considered feasible.

The

ore body would supply a 6 ,0 0 0 -ton mill for eighteen years
25. Arizona Daily Otar, $0tk Anniversary Mltlon. 1927.
pe 2.
26. Briggs, Charles, op. oit.. p. 4 .
27. Joralemon, Ira B. "the Ajo Copper Mining District."
Transactions of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, vol. A9. I9I4 . p. 595.

with the development of Seeder or6s below the level of
steam-shovel mining; and with the probable later discov
ery of good ore bn the A # Consolidated, the life of the
28
mine would be much longer.
•
With a large body of ore assured, the Calumet and
Arizona started in systematically to solve each of its
29
difficulties;
they had the engineering ability;and the
capital necessary for this gigantic task,

luring the

experimental work, tests were made by James Potter and
Henry Tobelmann, who also superintended the erection of a
one-ton plant.

It was in operation several months be

fore the experiments ran smoothly.

Later a "pilot plant"

that would treat forty tons of ore a day was built,
proving satisfactory only after six months of operation.
Ricketts and Greenway reported the development of a leach
ing process that would produce copper for 8 1/2 cents a
pound.

Since the average selling price was then fourteen

cents a pound, this would yield excellent profits.
During 1913 agitation was started again for bringing
a railroad to Ajo, the prospective carrier to join trunk
2 8 . Bryan, Kirk, op. oit., p. 357.
2 9 . "Calumet and Arizona Vision Materializes,"
Arizona Daily Star. Mining Edition, 1927, p. 2.
30. Rickards, T.A. "History of American Mining."
American Institute of Mining Engineers, Series
1932, p. 27'$.
-----31. Joralemon, Ira B. Romantic Copper, p. 194.
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lines at Tuoson.

Mine operators realized a railroad was

the proper solution to their meed for gnioker and cheaper
transportation, rightly believing such a facility would
not only aid them directly but also would be an impetus
for economic activity in the surrounding country.
were several possible routes offered,

There
: .

but none yet sufficiently explored to warrant
definite conclusions as to which might afford
the greatest advantage from the several points
of view that enter into such matters.3%
News that the survey from Tucson to Ajo was only an
alternative route stirred the Tucson Chamber of Commerce
to call a mass meeting.

The fact which Tucson represen

tatives could not overcome in presenting their case to
officials of the Calumet and Arizona was that the route
from Tucson to Ajo was about 135 miles, while it was but
forty between Gila Bend and Ajo.

Also, construction of a

carrier from Gila Bend would be easier since the country
was practically flat and few engineering difficulties
would be encountered.

On the other hand, construction

from Tucson presented the ordinary problems of railroad
building in the West.

To offset these disadvantages,

however, Tucson representatives contended that freight
32. "idass Meeting Will Consider Ajo Railroad.”

Dally Star. Oeiober 5, 1913, p. 1.
33* Ibid.. September 12, 1913, p. 8.

Arizona
: :--------

tonnage would be ver^ m e h increased if the road followed
the longer route.

There was a rich cattle country eon*

tributary to such a line% too, its extension would bring
it into close touch with the rich districts in northern
Sonora.

The mining resources of this Sonora district,

which was newly opened at the time, awaited the conquer
ing of transportation difficulties to become a prosperous
mining section.

Boosters for the road to Tucson pointed

out further that a line from Gila Bend would be only a
branch line and would always remain as such.

On the

other hand, the Tuoson-Ajo route would bring into exist
ence a railroad in direct line to the coast, one which
could be sold readily by the mining company to any rail
road corporation wishing to put through a transcontinental
34
line.
'•
.
In spite of these arguments* it was decided that
Gila Bend would get the railroad, mainly on account of the
shorter mileage.

Doubtless World War I and the conse

quent increase in demand for copper were main factors in
getting the railroad,through to Ajo.

Yet even when the

second survey of the proposed Ajo-Gila Bend carrier was
half completed, rumors continued that the road would be
34. Arizona Daily Star, September 12. 1913. o. 8.
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built froa Tueson.

On* report was that the El Paso and

Southwestern would build its line from Tucson to Yuma via
the New Cornelia mine, and would have a branch line from
New Cornelia reaching Phoenix and the Salt Hirer Valley
35
by way of Gila Bend.
All these rumors ended with the incorporation May 18,
1915 , of the Gila Bend-Ajo project for a period of fifty

years under the general laws of the state of Arizona for
the purpose of constructing, owning, and operating a
railroad from a point at or near Gila Bend to Ajo.

It

36
was named the Tucson, Cornelia, and Gila Bend Railroad.‘
Its freight would oondlat chiefly of ores from Ajo an
route to the smelter at Douglas.

The railroad was con

trolled by the El Paso and Southwestern Railroad (owned
by Phelps Dodge Corporation), and by the Calumet and
Arizona Mining Company through purchase of the railroad’s
entire capital stock.

Work was commenced July 29, 1915,

the right-of-way being donated by the United States Gov
ernment, and the actual mileage was 44.33 miles.

Con

struction was done by various independent contractors
under general supervision of the 11 Paso and Southwestern.
35. "Ajo-'t'ucson Route Selected - on Paper.” Arizona
Daily Star. April 6. 1915. 0 . 6.
'
3 6 . "Tucson, Cornelia and Gila Bend Railroad Company."
Interstate Commerce Commission Valuation Docket.
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From its beginning this road has been a financial success.
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In 1940 the Phelps Dodge Corporation became sole owner.
There were other important advances on the New
Cornelia property during 1913-1915 which brought the dis1■
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trict into prominence as one of the greatest producers of
copper from low-grade otes.0 Mike Curley from Minnesota
was made manager and several technicians were consulted Stuart .Orc«saale,.F,L. ,Anti,,11, Frederick Pope, A.W.
Hahn, and

Morse.

Chloridizing roasts were made by

Utley Wedge, in the plant of,the Pennsylvania Salt Company
at Philadelphia.

.Joralemon estimated the ore available

by steam shovel amounted to 32,481,200 short tons and
carried 1.54 per cent copper.

The ore body already de

veloped would supply a 4,000-ton.mill ovpr twenty-six
* •-

years.

1

-

*
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'*‘
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,The experimental work was slow at first, but by

the summer of 1915 a forty-ton plant was operating and
leaching carbonate ores so successfully, it was evident
good returns from the investment were certain.

.

In addi

tion, there was much construction of new buildings.
The Calumet and Arizona now felt the time had come
to complete its consolidation with the New Cornelia.

37. Annual Heport of Tucson. Cornelia and-Gila Bend Rail
road Co. io Arizona Corporation Commission. 1940.
38. Courtney, DeKalb. "Copper teaching at Ajo.” Mining
and Scientific Press. Yol. 115, 1918, p. 18?.
39. Heikes, V.C. "Grold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc
in Arizona in 1914." Mines Report. p. 458.
40. Briggs, Charles. op. cit., p. 3.

e?

Therefore the New Cornelia Copper Company was reorganized
under the Same name; $3*100,000 In bonds and seventy-six
per cent of Its Issued stock were held by Calumet and
Arizona.

After completing the consolidation in December,

1915, work was Started to bring the properties into
cooperative production.

Satisfactory results of drill

ing for ore were finished" in January, 1916, and were fol
lowed by the erection of a bne-tOn test plant.
Large-scale o^erahionh would have been impossible
without an ample water supply.

In.1913 the New Cornelia

had drilled four wells, hauling an oil-well drilling rig
from Gila Bend for the purpose. Machinery for the well
was hauled in by burros. Water was so scarce then that
even the amount needed for drilling had to be brought from
the shallow well at Tom Child's ranch, and sometimes it
took days to progress a foot in drilling.
hundred thousand dollars were spent,

More than a

but the water was

finally struck in well No. 1 at 650 feet.

The supply

was remarkably pure and apparently inexhaustible.

Another

hundred thousand dollars were expended in sinking a shaft
and installing electric pumps.

This water plant was

4.1. Briggs, Charles, op, cit.. p. $.
42. Joralemon, Ira B. Romantic Copper, p. 195.
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enlarged in 1916 and again later until its total output
43
.is 4,550 gallons per minute.
The well is unique in
that all the machinery is 700 feet underground.
This period of 1908-1916 was characterized by the
solution of several majoZ difficulties facing mine
operators at Ajo.

The railroad from Ajo to Gila Bend.was

placed in ^operatioh F f W u a r y .20, 1916,, though track sur
facing was not complete^ until April.

The road had been

pushed through in seven months, and has been an important
factor in the development of this section.

Two other

events helped: a branch of the Phoenix Valley Bank was
established at Ajo, and auto stage service was inaugurated
between the two,towns. Also, an adequate water supply

,

was assured and a satisfactory method for treating the
ore was i n .use., Important, too, was the consolidation of
various properties which made possible large-scale manage
ment and increased financial backing with their attending
advantages.

The establishment of a school during this

period was one more indication that Ajo.was now considered
the site of an enduring industry.

4 3 . M c k a r d s , T.A.

op. cit.. p. ^79.
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CHAPTER VTI
PERIOD OF GREATEST OROWTH
1917-1942:
;
T h e .advances or the previous eight years made sub
sequent progress easier and more steady.
, /* -•

•• •

•

^

'

: ."

i" '

After several
-

'

r -*

-'

years of striving to refine and market carbonate ores
profitably, high-grade sulphide ore bodies were exposed.
With this step began marked achievement for mine opera
tors at Ajo.
The year l^l? marks the beginning of large-scale
operations.

Among its accomplishments was the completion

and successful operation of the leaching and electrolytic
plants with a daily capacity of 5,000 tons; also the ac
quisition in July of adjoining properties owned by the Ajo
Consolidated Copper Company.

New Cornelia paid $500,000

and 200,000 shares of its stock for this 1,150 acres of
mineral lands thus adding 22,000,000 tons of ore to its
low-grade reserves.

Five million dollars were spent in

preparation for working these great deposits.

Experiments

resulted in the successful treatment of surface low-grade
carbonate ores which heretofore had been considered un
economical when carrying less than five per cent copper.
The consequent increase in copper output was of national

importance at this time when the allied forces of World
War I needed all of this metal they could obtain.

New

Cornelia shipped its higher grade ore to the Calumet and
Arizona smelter at Douglas until 1919.

Its production in

October, 1917. was larger, than that of any previous month
by more than a m i ^ i f n ^opnds ,tgiving it third place in
the state in tonnage of pre.
New Cornelia spent around #7,000,000 to bring the
mine into complete production.

The efficiency of its

methods is proved by the fact that the first dividend of,
$450,000 was paid before the end of 1918, though that was
the first year of full-time operation.

Advance is indi

cated also by taxes which increased from $163,000 in May,
1917 to $214,000 the following year.

.New Cornelia's

success as an employer is attested to by the fact that
•only once did it experience a strike of any importance.
This was begun in November, 1916, in an effort to secure
higher wages.

Though most of the regular employees took

part, the mine continued to operate in all departments.,
As spokesman for the company, Greenway based their refusal
to meet employee demands on two points:

that wages were

fair and conformed to the union scale, and that profits1
1. Arizona Mining Journal. June 1.

1921.

p.

21.

"

would not permit the increase asked.

Workers started re

turning in December and -by January 13, 1917, all strikers
were back and operations were resumed at the normal rate.
It was found that th# itriSe' had been instigated by out
siders belonging to the I.W.W.

'

'To'-Tacllitate-''-mar&etlhg''''of the ore, there still re
mained the need for good1highways.

Many of the early

trails across the diserthad1developed into roads, but
none was satisfactory, '-fhey-wefe harrow, rdugh, with too
steep grades and dangerohs curves, and hard surfaced only
for a few short stretehSs.

Several years of organized ef

fort finally brought results.

In May, 1916; it was re

ported that Tucson and Fhbenlx were to spend $250,000 on
roads to Ajo.

The expenditure for the Tucson road was

already authorized, and that for the Phoenix highway was
;_ ;
.
3
practically assured.
The existing road between Phoenix
and Ajo was a detriment to trade relations because it was
about two hundred Miles long; the prospective road, with
a bridge across the Gila near Buckeye, would cut the dis
tance about eighty miles.

From Tucson twenty-eight miles

were to be improved at a cost of about $42 a mile and
this work was to be first on Pima County’s program of
2. Arizona Daily Star, January 18, 1917, P» 4.
3. Ajo Copper H e w s . May -27, 1916, p. 1.

road construction.

It would be graded from the Indian

School road to Robles’ ranch; the contract was let June
5, 1916.

'

..

,r ;

. . ,

,
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This new road from Tueson to Ajo was completed in
March, 1917, and described "smooth as. glass” ; but it
failed to hold up after a month’s traffic.

One newspaper

editor was of the opinion that thousands of dollars had
been wasted; the road v/as honey-combed with holesyand
sharp-edged rocks were coming to tte surface.

While Ajo

residents contended signs should be placed along the
highway because there were fifteen roads leading from it
between Ajo and the Indian Oasis, and in several instances
travelers found themselves in Mezlcd.
The road became a political issue.

Dr. W.P. Baker

campaigned for election as a member of the Pima County
Board of Supervisors on the platform, ”A Dollar’s Worth
of Road for Every Dollar Spent.”

D.S. Cochran, then a

member of the Board, joined him and charged that specifi
cations had been changed to favor the contractor'after the
contract had been let.

Cochran continued in his fight to

have the road built correctly, even after not being re
elected in the spring of 1917.

The efforts of these twoV
.

V. Arizona Daily Star. May 2. 1917.
3 * JLtiidL* ^ AprjLX ;6 *
* p • 2*

p

. 3.
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failed to bring forth any Board action.

On March 25

Baker ordered work on the Ajo road stopped when he found
that the crushed rock used was not the size required by
specifications.
A new contract was made with Warren Brothers on
March 26, 1917, which '
:

means that work which was contracted for in the
first contract and was then considered necessary
in order to make a good road, was left out of the
later contract and will not be done.6

In July an extension of four months was given the con
tractors . Finally public feeling was so strong that
several civic groups took action. The Luncheon Club ap
pointed a committee of three to investigate the road.
Soon thereafter a joint group from the Chamber of Commerce,
Luncheon Club, and Road Advisory Committee undertook a
complete study of the matter.

Many felt that Chairman

Estill of the Board of Supervisors should be recalled, for
at all times he favored the contractors and even ob
jected to spending money for an investigation.

Another

charge was that the Rosecrans Engineering Company, which
received four per cent of the contract price for engineer
ing work on the road, was also in the pay of the con
tractors.

Engineer R.S. Cookinham answered this

6. Arizona Daily Star. May 3. 1917. p. A.

'
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accusation by contending that the amount of this four per
cent had been deducted from the contract price by Warren
Brothers in return for an extension of time.
The tri-part it# committee from the civic groups em
ployed Engineer Ryan, a road-expert, whose report upheld
the charges against the Ajo road.

Samples of the rook used

were sent to the United States Bureau of Roads which found
that materials used were of-inferior grade.

The Rosecrans

Engineering Company withdrew from the job, leaving
Cookinhaw to collect what he could from the Board. • Warren
Brothers.claimed.they lost $56,000 and on December 1 asked
the county to remit $5,000 in penalties Imposed when the
road.was-not completed at the specified time.

The road

was finally put through and proved quite satisfactory
8
until 1926; during the two years after that it was re
worked and in 1933 was o i l e d . ...
. W i t h their chief mining and transportation problems
solved, in 1917 officials of the New Cornelia turned their
attention to the town, which then had a population of about*
•
7. Arizona Daily Star. December 2. 1917. p. 3.
8. In 1918 Ajo was preparing to secede from Pima County,
largely because of discontent with road conditions.
There was a proposal to incorporate Ajo and adopt
•
the. city manager form of government, with one set
of officers for the city and county. Secession
could be accomplished by vote of the people in the
Ajo district without consulting other residents of
Pima County. If Ajo had seceded, Pima County’s tax
rate would have been greatly increased, for nearly
a third of its annual taxes come from Ajo.
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2,000.

They are proud of the fact that they did not fol

low tha usual procedure of mining companies and build a
town only after the mine was able to pay for it, but they
undertook to care properly for employees in the develop
mental process.

The town site was carefully planned and

laid out within easy reach of the mine,.the result being a
model community of its kind.

By the end of March the
10
business block was ready for occupancy,
and many homes

were under construction.

Complete water, lighting, tele

phone , telegraph, gas and sewer facilities were installed

11
before the new town was occupied.

People were slow to

move from the former site until April, when a fire
destroyed the entire old town with the exception of the
Valley' Bank and lawyer Reddington’s office.

The fire

started from the explosion of a kerosene lamp in the Ajo
Commercial store; ironically enough, at the time a graphophone record was playing "There *11 Be a Hot .Time in the
Old Town Tonight."

.

Ajo is one of the few company-owned, unincorporated
towns in the United States.

The center of the present

town is the Plaza 360 by 200 feet in size - a park with*
1
9« Arizona Mining Journal, June 1. 1917. p. 23.
10. Arizona Daily Star, March 29. 1917, p. 3.
v
11. Minutes of Pima County Board of Supervisors. August.
1917, p. 27.
”
‘

bandstand, and attractively landscaped.

Business'firms

and places o f ,amusement,occupy the modern block behind
its broad arcades.

To the east is the railroad station#

while farther back are grouped the pleasant tile or
frame dwellings of American employees and the school
building.

The mission type of architecture used in many

public buildings and private.hqmes preserves the spirit
of .the Southwest.,-

,

Business firms either are ..owned by the Phelps Dodge
Company or, if privately owned, are run according to its
dictates.

The largest store is the,New.Cornelia Mercan

tile Company, a cooperative organization which annually
distributes the year's profits among mine employees in
proportion to,the.amount of their purchases at,the store.
To share in this profit an employee must be on the pay
roll of the company.for at least four months prior to . ....
December 20.
«■

•*

.

In 1918 the amount distributed in this man.

. ’*

■

'

......

.

-

-

-

- «

ner was #33,000 - an average of #110 being paid, to each
American family and #75 to each Mexican family.

Employees

help with the store management; each department has a

.

representative on a hoard which meets once a month with
the store manager.
icies .discussed.

Complaints are Investigated and pol
A general audit is made by an outsider

who gives a report to the board.

The New Cornelia

Cooperative Mercantile Company is a business of notice
able size; its sales in 1936 were $7 1 3 >8 0 2 .7 7 , an Increase
of forty-five per cent oter 1 9 3 5 .
The Miners and Merchants Bank, also company owned,
has always been run on conservative lines and has shown
a continuous growth.

The company hospital, completed in

1919, represents an expenditure of $15,000.

Employees

are entitled to any of its services for a monthly fee of
$1 .5 0 paid by single men and $2 .0 0 by married men.
Previous to its establishment wounded or seriously ill
employees were taken to the Gila Bend hospital.
The two main churches - the Catholic, and the
Federated which is attended by most Protestants - are
located near the Plaza; each building is owned by its
respective religious organization,' though the mining eompany donated $5,000 toward the cost of each.

There is

also a group following the creed of the Assembly of God.
Visitors to Ajo will find very adequate accommoda
tions.

There are three main hotels all privately owned:

12. •’New Cornelia Prepares for a Greater future.**
Arizona Mining Journal. June 11. 1919. p . 30.

13. ibi<rr

■

14. Interview with Mrs . Zurnstadt , A jo.

15. "Cornelia Donates $10,000 *to Church."
July 31, 1916, p. 1.
;

V

Tucson Citizen.
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the Ajo, the Cornelia, and the Lyons; there are also

.

several hoarding houses and restaurants.
Politics mean little to Ajo residents; there are only
two officials elected:
stable.

justice of the peace and con-

Two deputy sheriffs are appointed by the Pima

County, sheriff.

Because of certain geographical features

of the county, the Superior Court is authorized to hold
sessions both at Tucson.and Ajo. ,All persons charged with
a crime committed in that portion of the,connty lying
west of the Gila and Salt Elver meridian, and all civil
action Involving title to or the right to possession,of
lands lying in that portion of the county are tried at
Ajo, unless the court orders otherwise.

Any other civil

action may be tried at Ajo by agreement of the parties.
Civil, criminal, and probate matters, by court order may
1^
be transferred from Ajo to Tucson, or vice versa.
The
first Ajo resident to serve on the Pima County Board of
Supervisors was Oscar C. Cole, who was elected to that
office November 7 , 1922.
Ajo offers its residents more than the usual number
of cultural advantages usually found in towns of equal
size.

It is justly proud of its musical programs, and has

lb. inventory of County Archives of Arizona. Mo. lo.
*" p. 153. ~
~~
' "■"’
17. Minutes of Board of Supervisors. Book No. 8 , p. 115.
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an energetic Little Theater grdup.

Besides the recrea

tional facilities provided for mine- employees and the
playground equipment at the school, there are:

a very

fine swimming pool open to all, golf^and tennis courts.
In addition there are the usual clubs and lodges:

the

Woman's Club with various branches, American Legion and
Auxiliary, Spanish War Veterans and Auxiliary, Knights
of Columbus, Masons, Elks, and Woodman Circle.

An

American Red Cross chapter and a home defense group are
I
active also.
:
^ ■ - • *■■■■'■
'
' -

There are two suburbs of Ajo, though both are prac

tically ghost towns - Rowood, a mile east, and Gibson, a
mile west of the main town*

In *1916 Rowood was founded

by Sam Clark and originally was called Clarkston.

There

were ta main street and several back streets with possibly
fifty or seventy-five houses.

In 1916 and 1917 it was

the principal residential section; at one time its popu
lation was approximately 1 ,2 0 0 .

In the years before the

present site of Ajo was selected; Clarkston was. the
center of amusement facilities:
a moving picture theater.

saloons, dance halls, and

It was often the scene of

brawls, even murders, and was headquarters,for old-timers
18. "Ajo Growth and Changes." Ajo Copper WewsI
December 25, 1941, p. 1.

174674
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having such colorful names as "Gold Tooth" Smith, "Yellow
Dog” Griff, and "Hog-eyed" Hayes.

Lots were rented at

$10 and. $20 a month for business purposes and at a lower
rate for residences.

Improvements were made by tenants,

but reverted to Clark at the end of the lease.

The

Calumet and Arizona Company obtained an independent water
supply for Clarkston by drilling wells.

Water rates

ranged from fifty cents a month for single persons to
19
three dollars for families.
The name of tjie settlement was changed;to Howood in
1919 when application was made for a post office there.
Federal authorities objected to calling the office Clarkston because of its resemblance to other places in the
United States.

In 191? fire destroyed much property, and

from then the population dwindled until only 119 were left.
;■
"
‘ 20
Another fire in 1931 completed the downfall of Rowood.
The majority of its residents moved into Ajo proper.
:

About the time Rowood was started, the little town

of Gibson also was building up around mining claims owned
by M.E. Gibson and known as the Rustler claims.

This

suburb has its own utility company, a chamber of commerce,
19. American tiistory Glass of 1930, op. cit."
2 0 . "Ajo Visited by Another Bad Fire." Arizona Republic,
June 29, 1917, p. 2.
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and operates as a separate town from Ajo although It is
not incorporated.

-Real estate, homes, and business places

are privately owned.
'

The population of Ajo, Gibson, and lowood for 1940
• .;
21
was 4,678 and for Ajo alone 3,658.
Living costs compare
favorably with communities of like size elsewhere in the
state.

Sanitary conditions are supervised rigidly by the

mining company;
As the town of Ajo developed, the mine continued to
progress though not without interruption.

A flotation

concentrator to replace the old leaching process in treat
ing sulphide ore and a subsidiary crushing plant, started
in 1922, were not completed until 1 9 2 4 .

The depression

in the copper market and consequent shut-down April 5, 1921,
caused a deficit for the first time in the history of the
. ........
.
23
Calumet and Arizona Company.
In 1922 only 320 men were
employed but by Aprilj 1923, operations had again reached

a satisfactory point; all employees, about a thousand at
24
that time, were given a wage increase of ten per cent.
Not content with one railroad for its town, in 1920
21.
22.
23.
24.

Ajo Copper News. February 27. 1941. p. 1.
Arizona"Mining""'!ournal.. January 1, 1923, p. 6 .
Calumet and Arizona M n i n g Report. 1921.
Arizona Mining Jdurnal. April 1 . 1923. p. 28.
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Calumet and Arizona had resumed efforts to secure another
from Ajo to the Bay of St. George at the head of the Gulf
of California.
move.

Greenway seems to have been back of this

Such a railway would be of great benefit to the

entire Southwest.

It would effect a great saving in freight

on incoming fuel oil and timber for the mining companies,
and on copper shipped out.

Also, it would give El Paso a

close,tidewater oonneetlon and nearer direct connection
■ •26
"" -' "
•" ■
'
with Oriental trade.
In 1921,a preliminary survey for a railway from AJo
to a point on the Gulf was made and a route found which
had no heavy grades or curves and which, for its greatest
distance, would be practically level.

Concessions of a

favorable kind were reported as secured for the lease of
a strip of land in Mexico south of the border at Yuma;
but negotiations fell through when it was learned that the
Mexican Government’s constitution would not permit the
■"

-

- ' ■-

2

8

''

■

:

••

'

V

-

-

-

leasing of its lands.
Undiscouraged, the promoters of this project sought
action once more in 1923#

It was stated that Douglas in

terests planned to build from Phoenix to Ajo and on to the
25. "‘lucson-Gulf Line to Terminate on Shore of Unknown

Sea." Arizona Republic. July 16. 1920. p. 1.
26. Ajo_News ‘ August 13,1921, p . 1.
27. Ibid.. February 5. 1921. p. 5.

28. Clipping in State Library from Arizona Republic.
February 22, 1923.
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Gulf., provided enough mining companies in Arizona guaran
teed tonnage sufficient to make such a venture pay. This
29
plan also failed to materialize,
hut the subject was not
forgotten.

Once more in 1928 the people of Ajo were urged

to bid for a railroad that would eventually reach the
Gulf»

Directors of the Altar and Cananea Mining Company

probably were promoting this last agitation. . They be
lieved that their property, El Cobre, forty-two miles
west of Sasabe, would develop into a big mine and a rail
road connecting it.with the Southern.Pacific would be a.
30
decided asset.
. To date there is no such carrier.
Beginning in 1928 several,changes took place in or-

v

ganization and ownership of the mining property at Ajo.
New Cornelia was brought under Calumet and Arizona’s cen
tral control but each property had its own manager; Hike : ■
Curley was at Ajo while HiA. Clark was in charge of other
Calumet and Arizona mines.

In April, 1929, the New

Cornelia was completely absorbed.

Up to that time it had

paid $18,630,000 in dividends; its plant and equipment were
estimated at between twelve and twenty millions,

The

final shift .in ownership came October, 1, 1931» when the
29. Clipping in State library from Arizona Republic.
February 22, 1923.
30. Ajo Copper News.'March 2A. 1928: b. 1.
-

■
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Phelps Dodge Corporation acquired the assets and liabil
ities of Calumet and Arizona,

Phelps Dodge issued 3 .2 5

shares of its stock for each share of Calumet and Arizona;
2 ,6 0 5 ,0 0 5 shares were issued for this purpose, and by
the end of 1931 the greater part of Calumet and Arizona
, .
31 .
stock had been turned in.
The two properties from then
on operated as a unit under one organization.
Due to the depression, all operations at the New
Cornelia branch ceased in April, 1932.

Naturally this

left most of the miners without work.

By January, 1933>

Ajo was at a standstill; deterioration followed both in
the town and at the mine. Only twenty-eight men were em.
...
32
ployed, and the payroll for that month was but $3 ,5 0 0 .
Manager Curley found his ingenuity hard pressed to keep
miners and their families from undue suffering.

Production

was not resumed until July, 1934, but since that time has
been interrupted only for short intervals. Much work was
necessary during the last half of 1934 to improve the pit,
repair machinery, and build up a reserve of broken ore
before putting the shovels to work.

Both the power plant

and concentrator needed to be brought up-to-date.

During

the ten months of operation in 1935 two electric shovels
31. Annual Report of Phelps Dodge Corporation for 1931.
'
p. 2.
'■
'3 2 . Arizona Daily Star. February 21, 1936, p. 8.
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were installed in the pit, additional areas for digging
were marked out, and new dump areas were opened for waste
disposal.

Aeeelerated demand for eopper made production

possible all through 1936, except for a six-weeks’ shut
down to permit installation of a new crushing plant.
Expenditures for this and Other equipment put the mine back into excellent condition*
Many workers who had left Ajo during the lean years
returned, along with newcomers who hoped to find employ
ment at the mine.

A hundred new houses were erected in

the American residential section, also many in other
parts of town.

In December, 1936, the El Paso Natural'

Gas Company completed a pipe line to Aj6, having borrowed
$525,000 from the Phelps Dodge Corporation to finance the
project.

Major improvements at the mine were practically

complete in 1 9 3 8 , and operations were continuous except
for three -weeks during that summer.

It seemed probable

no major capital expenditures would be required for some
years to come. :

-v:

v..';, r,.

Management under Phelps Dodge ownership has been very
successful in dealing with labor. Workers are hired from
local applications; it has not been necessary to send
away for any type of worker in recent years*

In per

centages, which have .been practically, the same for the
past six years, employees may be classified as follows:
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;

'American
Mexican
Indian
.
..
The total number employed August

74^
11%
14%
.
.
. ..33... 1, 1940 was 1,080;
by

January; 1941, this number increased to 1,290 with a semi
monthly payroll of |127,500.

For many years mine em

ployees were discouraged from joining national labor unions.
However, in June, 1941 the National labor Relations Board
ordered Phelps Dodge to disband the AjoAssociatidn of
Gopper Mine Employees and to reinstate with back pay six
workers who had been dismissed because of membership and
.
34. . . . . .
activity in other unions.
' '
•
•Employees are paid by check bi-weekly.

The 1941 rates

of pay varied from a low of $3.08 per day for ooihmon labor
to $8.48 for electric shovel engineers.

The most impor

tant intermediate rates were $ 5 .7 6 for mechanics and
electricians, and $6.40 for blacksmiths and shop foremen.
There Is no provision for old-age retirement funds^ all
employees are covered by the Social Security Act.

The

company has an Employees Benefit Association which covers
those forced to retire on account of physical disability,
and pays for all time lost from accidental injury off the
job and for sickness.

In fulfillment of the government’s

desire to speed up production of vital materials, in
53. tetter from Phelps Dodge Corporation, August 28, 1940.
34. Arizona Mining Journal. June 30, 1941, p. 15.
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April, 1942, the aine began operating on a seven-day

. Employees work under safe, sanitary, and comfortable
conditions.

They have a representative committee for con-

ferring with the management on matters affecting their
work or living conditions.

No one is discharged or other

wise disciplined without proper investigation into the
merits of such action.

Recreational opportunities for

1

employees are encouraged and sponsored by the management
through an athletic association; money and material to
assist in its activities are provided by the company.
.

Recently Metal Trades Councils' representatives from

Ajo, Morenoi, Verde district, and. Douglas made demands
upon the Phelps Dodge Corporation including
wage increases from #4.20 to #5.60 a day for
unskilled labor and a minimum of #9.20 a day
for mechanics; vacations with pay ranging up
to three weeks, depending upon the length of
service; and a union shop at all of the com
pany 's Arizona properties except the Copper
Queen branch at Bisbee.35
The company now gives a week's vacation to employees of
three years' service, and agreed to extend this vacation
allowance to all, but denied the other demands.

Other

issues in the dispute were referred to Secretary of Labor
36
Perkins.
35. ‘
Jucson Daily Citizen. February 15. 19l»2. p. 1.
36. Arizona Daily Star. March 6, 1942, p. 9.
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Improved highways to other parts of the state have
been of immeasurable assistance in Ajo's growth,both as a
town and as a copper center.

Hard-surfaced highways now

connect A jo with Yuma, Phoenix, Flagstaff, Miami, and
points in between.

The road to Tucson is paved except

for a stretch across the Papago Indian Reservation, and
plans are under way to persuade the Indian Service to hardsurface this distance.

The probabilities of achieving

this are increased by the present necessity for highways
serving military purposes.

Because of that need, the

government has authorized the building of a hard-surfaced
road through the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, link
ing the Tucson-Ajo highway with Sonoita, Mexico.

War

Production Board officials in Washington have authorized
an A-l priority rating for materials necessary for this
project.

This twenty-eight and one-half miles will form

the American side of a highway extending to Rocky Point,
Sonora, on the Gulf of California.

About half of the

seventy miles in Mexico from the American border to Rocky
Point has been completed, and the remainder is to be
finished soon.

Completion of this highway will make it

possible to drive from Ajo to the California Gulf, a
S*?1. Arizona baily Star. March 22. 1942. P. 7.
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distanoe of 120 miles, in two to three hours.

It is

possible this short route, together *with the reduction in
cost brought about by a recent Interstate Commerce Com
mission ruling that truckloads of ore need not be
38
insured, will ;encourage the hauling of ore directly
from Ajo to ships.
All factors considered, the immediate future looks
bright both for the company and the town of Ajo.

At the

present rate of copper production it will take twenty
years to reach the thousand foot level in the pit, which
is considered the lowest possible with present steam-shovel
methods of extracting the ore.

Ihen the open-pit method

proves unsatisfactory, other means of excavating the ore
will be used.

It is estimated there remains enough ore
39

in the mine to last for fifty years.
During the present world crisis Ajo is coming to the
front in several ways aside from its importance in supply
ing copper. Not only has the airport been extended and
40
improved,
but there are plans for a second airport to
41

be used as a bomber base.

Also, the government is in

possession of the Ajo Gunnery Range for five years, the
Army Air Corps having taken it over for practice purposes.
38. Arizona Daily S t a r , March 4. 1942, p. 1.
39. Ibid.. February 21. 1936, p. 8.
40. Ajo Copper N e w s . October 16, 1941, p. 1.

41. Ibid..September 18, 1941, p. 1.
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The government is authorized further to take possession
of 1,077,500 acres in the Ajo-Gila Bend district.
Ajo’s importance in the state is indicated by taxes
paid on company-owned property there.

In 1920 New

Cornelia paid $262,000 and for 1941 the amount paid by
Phelps Dodge Corporation was $426,883.82.

V •.

-

^ v- ^ .

'

CHAPTER VIII.
CONCiraiON
(

-

Ajo.has not become a model mining town over night.

A period of almost a hundred, years (184-6-1942) was re
quired to realize fully and develop intensively the
mining wealth of the Ajo district.

From sixth place in

Arizona’s list of copper producers in 1916, it has ad
vanced to second and is largely responsible for Arizona’s
leading the nation in output of this important metal.
When one visualizes the growth of Ajo from a desert
settlement of a few rude shacks to one of the greatest
copper-mining towns in the country, he feels how dramatic
events there have been.

An Ajo pioneer has tried to

interest a moving picture company in portraying its
spectacular development.

Surely a most interesting.play

could be filmed showing the transformation from Indian,
village, to modern city, from ^chicken ladders” and ore
buckets to the present-day production of the open-pit mine
with its great steam shovels, and from a one-room adobe
school to the attractive, wellrequipped buildings there
today.

. ,- '

:
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Ajo is one of the oldest towns In Arizona, and yet
relatively new.

Prospeotors were there as early as 1850,

but little of importance happened to the town itself
until 1917.
time.

All consistent growth has come since that

Today it is up-to-date in every respect and, al

though company owned, its residents have no feeling of
exploitation but show admirable loyalty to the Phelps
Dodge Corporation.
Like all mining communities, Ajo is very sensitive to
general economic conditions.

It has grown and hummed with

activity or fallen into a state of stagnation according
to the demand for and the price of copper.

In the pre

vailing situation it, will continue to experience accel
erated operations for the duration of the war, and should
have at least normal progress for.some time afterwards.
Though there doubtless will be found substitutes for
copper in some articles - such as the proposed use of
silver instead of copper in electrical equipment - it is
certain nothing can take the place of this metal in ships,
for example.

And after the present struggle it is most

probable our nation, among others, will have a great
increase in naval vessels of all types.

Also, in the

post-war era, countries such as Russia which have long
imported copper from the United States will certainly
increase their purchases of plant equipment and other
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Industrial goods manufactured in part with copper.
To offset the finding of substitutes for copper
there are new applications for this metal.

As an illus

tration, after a long series of experimentation two
Detroit metallurgists found that with the addition of two
per cent of beryllium, copper can be hardened by heat
treatment as is steel.

Besides its great strength (a rod

of beryllium-copper half an inch in diameter can lift
twenty tons), this alloy has many other qualities which
give it wide usefulness.

It can be used in tools to re

place, iron, which might strike sparks and thus cause
explosions in factories; it will not rust, and is there
fore valuable in machines that must operate in damp places
or near corrosive chemicals; it does not affect the
magnetic compass on a plane, and thus render it unreliable
as does the steel now used in buckles on parachute har
ness; it does not harden until treated with heat, and so
saves time in the casting of gun parts.
With a known ore body sufficient for twenty-five to
fifty years at the present rate of output, and with con
ditions indicating an increase in the demand for copper,
there is every reason to believe that Ajo has a long and
1. Sinks, Alfred H. "The Metal that Doesn’t Get Tired,”
Reader's Digest. January. 1942, p. 90.
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interesting economic history yet to experience.

And as

part of that history, |udging from its past development,
we may expect the school system to keep in step with
educational progress throughout the nation.
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